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fit together, and in particular, to recast the conditions on candidates of reducibility as sheaf conditions. There
has been a feeling among experts on this subject that it should be possible to present the reducibility method
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theorem to the special case of the term model, yields a general theorem for proving properties of typed λ-
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Abstract  The main purpose of this paper is to take apart the reducibility method in order to
understand how its pieces  t together and in particular to recast the conditions on candidates of
reducibility as sheaf conditions There has been a feeling among experts on this subject that it
should be possible to present the reducibility method using more semantic means and that a deeper
understanding would then be gained This paper gives mathematical substance to this feeling by
presenting a generalization of the reducibility method based on a semantic notion of realizability
which uses the notion of a cover algebra as in abstract sheaf theory A key technical ingredient is
the introduction a new class of semantic structures equipped with preorders called preapplicative
structures These structures need not be extensional In this framework a general realizability the
orem can be shown Kleenes recursive realizability and a variant of Kreisels modi ed realizability
both  t into this framework We are then able to prove a metatheorem which shows that if a
property of realizers satis es some simple conditions then it holds for the semantic interpretations
of all terms Applying this theorem to the special case of the term model yields a general theorem
for proving properties of typed  terms in particular strong normalization and conuence This
approach clari es the reducibility method by showing that the closure conditions on candidates of
reducibility can be viewed as sheaf conditions The above approach is applied to the simplytyped
 calculus with types     and  and to the secondorder polymorphic  calculus with
types   and 
 
 for which it yields a new theorem
 
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  Introduction
Kleene Kreisel and others 
	 
	 
 introduced realizability  a certain kind of semantics
for intuitionistic logic Realizability can be used to show that certain axioms are consistent with
certain intuitionistic theories of arithmetic or to show that certain axioms are not derivable in
these theories see Kleene 
	 Troelstra 
 Troelstra and van Dalen 
 and Beeson 
	 Tait

 introduced reducibility or computability as a technique for proving strong normalization for
the simplytyped  calculus Girard 
 introduced the method of the candidates of reducibility a
technique for proving strong normalization for the secondorder typed  calculus and F
 
 Statman

 and Mitchell 
 observed that reducibility can be used to prove other properties besides strong
normalization for example conuence
The above lead to some natural observations
 There are some similarities between reducibility and realizability but they remain somewhat
implicit
 Proofs by reducibility use an interpretation of the types but such interpretations are very
syntactical
 Proofs by reducibility seem to involve the construction of certain kinds of models
 Proofs by reducibility use various inductive invariants due to Girard 
  Tait 
  Krivine

	 but it is hard to see what they have in common
These observations suggest the following two questions which are the primary concerns of this
paper
	 What is the connection between realizability and reducibility
 Is is possible to give more semantic versions of proofs using reducibility
This paper provides some answers to the above questions But before explaining our results
we would like to explain our motivations and our point of view a little more Reducibility proofs
are seductive and thrilling but also elusive Following these proofs stepbystep we see that they
work when they are not wrong but I claim that most of us would still admit that they are not
sure why these proofs work The situation is somewhat comparable to driving a Ferrari I suppose
the feeling of power is tremendous but what exactly is under the hood What kind of carburator
what kind of valve mechanism gives such power and exibility
For a number of years I have tried to take apart the wonderful engine of the reducibility
method look inside its carburator etc Mathematically in order to make some progress it is
often necessary to understand the various axioms that are used in a complex proof It is often
necessary to understand which ingredients of a proof are incidental and which are really crucial
to the proof For example in reducibility proofs since the objective is usually to prove strong
normalization conditions speci c to strong normalization are usually intimately mixed with other
conditions on candidates However this is placing somewhat of a straightjacket on the method of
reducibility and this is also somewhat confusing Indeed we know that other properties besides
strong normalization can be shown even some that cannot follow from strong normalization for

instance headnormalization in the case of the pure  calculus for several examples see Krivine

	
Similarly properties of substitutions are usually needed in middle of reducibility proofs and I
often wondered why Another instance of a confusing overlap is that in approaches where reducibil
ity is generalized to apply to a general property P  it is assumed that P satis es the candidate
conditions As we shall see this is unnecessary
This paper consists of the observations that we  nd worth reporting resulting from our many
attempts to take the reducibility engine apart
First we found that it was necessary to step away from the syntax to have a clearer view
Thus we de ne an abstract notion of semantic realizability which uses the notion of a cover al
gebra covering families used in abstract sheaf theory For this we introduce a new class of
structures equipped with preorders called preapplicative structures These structures need not be
extensional Kleenes recursive realizability and a variant of Kreisels modi ed realizability both
 t into this framework In this setting it turns out that the family r


T
of sets of realizers
associated with the types is a sheaf Secondly we consider abstract properties P of these sets of
realizers The main theorem is the following provided that the abstract property P satis es some
fairly simple conditions P	P if a type  is provable and M is a proof for  then the meaning
A

M  of M is a realizer of  that satis es the property P  As a corollary considering the term
model for the simplytyped  calculus with types     and  we obtain simple proofs for
strong normalization and conuence We also extend our method to system F
We had previously disovered that it was possible to prove a general metatheorem for the simply
typed  calculus Gallier 
 However this previous work is still purely syntactical and in our
opinion the present work goes much further in clarifying the nature of the candidate conditions
and separating the semantic from the syntactic components of reducibility proofs
In our opinion the new light on the reducibility method is that the conditions on the candidates
of reducibility are not just a lucky strike nevetherless we still admire Girard Tait and other
creators of the reducibility method for their remarkable intuition In fact these conditions can
be viewed as sheaf conditions  I remember vividly when this idea occurred to me on December 
	 while Jim Lipton was lecturing on cover conditions for sheaf models of intuitionistic logic
For several weeks Jim had been lecturing on realizability methods and when he explained how
cover conditions uni ed all these approaches I realized that the same idea could be applied to the
conditions on candidates of reducibility From that point on it was very natural to attempt to
de ne semantic realizability models of the reduction relation and not of the convertibility relation
which is probably what held people back Indeed these models are not models of  calculi in
the traditional sense since they are not models of the convertibility relation but instead models of
the reduction relation This idea is actually not new and has been explored by Girard 
 Jacobs
Margaria and Zacchi 
	 and Plotkin 
 However our class of models is new and the way we
use them certainly appears to be new although the next paragraph may attenuate our claim In
any case our method has the advantage of dissociating the more semantic components of proofs
of reducibility from the purely syntactic components which have to do with the  calculus under
consideration
In a recent paper Hyland and Ong 
		 show how strong normalization proofs can be obtained
from the construction of a modi ed realizability topos Very roughly they show how a suitable

quotient of the strongly normalizing untyped terms can be made into a categorical modi ed re
alizability interpretation of system F There is no doubt that Hyland and Ongs approach and
our approach are somewhat related but the technical details are very dierent and we are unable
to make a precise comparison at this point What we can say is that our aim is not to provide
a new class of categorical models but rather to provide a better axiomatization of the conditions
that make the proof go through For this purpose we believe that the notion of a cover algebra is
particularly well suited Clearly further work is needed to clarify the connection between Hyland
and Ongs approach and ours
In order to motivate our approach and to help the readers intuition we  rst sketch our approach
for the simplytyped  calculus  


Recall that the types and the terms of  

are given by the following grammar
   b j    
M    c j x j MM j  x M
The typechecking rules are as usual see section  and we let 

denote the set of  terms of
type 
It is important to observe that there are two classes of terms
	 Those created by introduction rules  or I terms   x M 
 Those created by elimination rules  MN 
Iterms play a special role because the only way to create a redex is to combine an Iterm with
some other term Terms that are not Iterms are called simple or neutral  x c MN 
Girard realized the importance of simple terms see his CR	CRconditions in Girard 

However Koletsos 
	 realized the following crucial fact
Fact MN
 
 

Q where Q is an Iterm only if M itself reduces to an I term
Let P  P


T
be a family of properties of the simplytyped  terms that typecheck For
example M  P

holds i M is strongly normalizing SN or M  P

holds i conuence holds
from M  In Gallier 
 we obtained the following theorem
Theorem A Let P be a family satisfying the conditions
P	 x  P

 c  P

 for every variable x and constant c of type 
P If M  P

and M  

N  then N  P


P If M is simple M  P

 N  P

 and  x  M

N  P

whenever M

 

 x  M


then MN  P


P If M  P

 then  x M  P


P If N  P

and M 
Nx  P

 then
 x MN  P


Then P

holds for all terms of type  ie P

 

 for every   T 
In particular SN and conuence are easily shown to satisfy conditions P	P and as a
corollary we obtain that SN and conuence hold for  



The proof of Theorem A uses a version of reducibility in which the types are interpreted as
follows


  P

  a base type


      fM j M  P

 and for all N
if N  

 then MN  

 g
The other crucial concept used in the proof is the notion of a Pcandidate inspired by the work
of Girard Koletsos and Mitchell
A family S  S


T
of nonempty sets of terms is a P candidate i it satis es the following
conditions
S	 S

 P


S If M  S

and M  

N  then N  S


S If M is simple M  P

 and  x M

 S

whenever M

 

 x M

 then M  S


Condition S can be rewritten as follows
S If M is simple M  P

 and Q  S

whenever M

 

Q and Q is an Iterm then M  S


The advantage of the above formulation is that it applies to more general calculi as long as the
notion of an Iterm is wellde ned
We now take the somewhat wild step of relating the previous concepts to covers in the sense
of Grothendieck and sheaves see MacLane and Moerdijk 
	 We can think of the set
fN j M

 

Q
 
 

N Q an Itermg
as a cover of M 

Then writing Cov

CM for the set C covers M condition S can be
formulated as
S If Cov

CM and C  S

 then M  S


We can view S  S


T
as a functor
SLT
op
  Sets
by letting SM  f j M  S

g where LT is basically the term model with preorder N M i
M
 
 

N  Indeed S says that SM  SN if N M  Then S can be formulated as
S If Cov

CM and   SN for every N  C then   SM
For those familar with sheaves this looks like a sheaf condition Indeed the covers arising
in reducibility proofs satisfy some conditions de ned by Grothendieck in the sixties These are the
conditions for Grothendieck topologies on sites see MacLane and Moerdijk 
	
In order to make all this clear  rst we need to de ne some appropriate semantic structures
that will be our sites Normally sites are categories Thus we will consider semantic structures
 
When M is a simple term that is not stubborn see section   for details

where the carriers are equipped with preorders These preorders are a semantic version of reduction

 
 


In order to understand what motivated the de nition of the semantic structures used in this
paper it is useful to review the usual de nition of an applicative structure for the simplytyped  
calculus for example as presented in Gunter 
	 For simplicity we are restricting our attention
to arrow types Let T be the set of simple types built up from some base types using the constructor
  Given a signature  of function symbols where each symbol in  is assigned some type in T 
an applicative structure A is de ned as a triple
hA


T
 app


T
 Consti
where
A


T
is a family of nonempty sets called carriers 
app


T
is a family of application operators  where each app

is a total function
app

A

 A

  A


and Const is a function assigning a member of A

to every symbol in  of type 
The meaning of simplytyped  terms is usually de ned using the notion of an environment 
or valuation A valuation is a function X  
S
A


T
 where X is the set of term variables
Although when nonempty carriers are considered which is the case right now it is not really
necessary to consider judgements for interpreting  terms since we are going to consider more
general applicative structures we de ne the semantics of terms using judgements Recall that a
judgement is an expression of the form   M   where  called a context is a set of variable
declarations of the form x

 

     x
n
 
n
 where the x
i
are pairwise distinct and the 
i
are types
M is a simplytyped  term and  is a type There is a standard proof system that allows to type
check terms A term M typechecks with type  in the context  where  contains an assignment
of types to all the variables in M i the judgement   M   is derivable in this proof system
Given a context  we say that a valuation  satises  i x  A

for every x    in other
words  respects the typing of the variables declared in  Then given a context  and a valuation
 satisfying  the meaning 

  M   of a judgement   M   is de ned by induction on the
derivation of  M   according to the following clauses


  x   x if x is a variable


  c  Constc if c is a constant


 MN     app



 M     

  N  


 x M      f  where f is the unique element of A

such that app

f a 


 x  M   
x  a for every a  A


Note that in order for the element f  A

to be uniquely de ned in the last clause we
need to make certain additional assumptions First we assume that we are considering extensional
applicative structures which means that for all f g  A

 if appf a  appg a for all a  A


then f  g This condition garantees the uniqueness of f if it exists The second condition is more
technical and asserts that each A

contains enough elements so that there is an element f  A

such that app

f a  

 x  M   
x  a for every a  A



Note that each operator app

A

A

  A

induces a function fun

A

  
A

	 A


where 
A

	 A

 denotes the set of functions from A

to A

 de ned such that
fun

fa  app

f a
for all f  A

 and all a  A

 Then extensionality is equivalent to the fact that each fun

is
injective Note that fun

A

  
A

	 A

 is the curried version of app

A

A

  A


and it exists because the category of sets is Cartesianclosed
The clause de ning 

   x M     suggests that a partial map abst

 
A

	 A

  
A

 abstracting a function 	  
A

	 A

 into an element abst

	  A

 can be de ned
For example the function 	 de ned such that 	a  

 x  M   
x  a would be mapped to


   x M     In order for the resulting structure to be a model of 
reduction we just
have to require that fun

and abst

satisfy the axiom
fun

abst

	  	
whenever 	  
A

	 A

 is in the domain of abst

 But now observe that if pairs of operators
fun

 abst

satisfying the above axiom are de ned the injectivity of fun

is superuous for
de ning 

   x M    
Thus by de ning a more general kind of applicative structure using the operators fun

and
abst

 we can still give meanings to  terms even when these structures are nonextensional In
particular our approach is an alternative to the method where one considers applicative structures
with meaning functions as for example in Mitchell 
 In particular the term structure together
with the meaning function de ned using substitution can be seen to be an applicative structure
according to our de nition In fact this approach allows us to go further We can assume that
each carrier A

is equipped with a preorder 

 and rather than considering the equality
fun

abst

	  	
we can consider inequalities
fun

abst

	 
 	
This way we can deal with intentional nonapplicative structures that model reduction rather
than conversion We learned from Gordon Plotkin that models of 
reduction or 
reduction
have been considered before in particular by Girard 
 Jacobs Margaria and Zacchi 
	 and
Plotkin 
 However except for Girard who studies qualitative domains for system F the other
authors consider models of the untyped  calculus A brief presentation of these models can be
found at the end of section 
Let us now briey discuss how to generalize the above approach to the secondorder polymor
phic  calculus with types  and 
 
 For this we generalize preapplicative structures We now
have a type algebra T  that we use to interpret the syntactic types Then the set of realizers
r

 associated with a type  depends on a valuation  that assigns a pair hs Si to every type
variable where s is an element of the type algebra T  and S is the scomponent of some sheaf
S  S
s

sT
 In this setting it turns out that the family r


T
of sets of realizers associated
with the types is itself a sheaf Actually we consider abstract properties P of these sets of realiz
ers The main theorem is the following provided that the abstract property P satis es some fairly

simple conditions P	P if   M   and y  r

 for every y    then the meaning
A

 M   of  M   is a realizer of  that satis es the property P  As an application consid
ering a suitable term model for the secondorder  calculus we obtain a new theorem for proving
properties of terms in  


 As a corollary we obtain simple proofs for strong normalization and
conuence This approach sheds some new light on the reducibility method and the conditions on
the candidates of reducibility These conditions can be viewed as sheaf conditions
In order to understand what motivated our de nition of secondorder preapplicative structures
it is useful to review the de nition of an applicative structure for the secondorder polymorphic
 calculus In order to deal with secondorder types  rst we need to provide an interpretation
of the type variables Thus as in BreazuTannen and Coquand 
 we assume that we have an
algebra of types  which consists of a quadruple
hT  
T 	 T  i
where T is a nonempty set of types  T  T   T is a binary operation on T  
T 	 T  is a
nonempty set of functions from T to T  and  is a function  
T 	 T   T  We hope that readers
will forgive us for denoting an algebra of types hT  
T 	 T  i with the same symbol T 
Intuitively given a valuation V   T where V is the set of type variables a type   T will
be interpreted as an element 

 of T  Then a second order applicative structure is de ned as a
tuple
hT A
s

sT
 app
st

stT
 tapp


TT 
i
where
T is an algebra of types
A
s

sT
is a family of nonempty sets called carriers 
app
st

stT
is a family of application operators  where each app
st
is a total function
app
st
A
st
 A
s
  A
t

tapp


TT 
is a family of type application operators  where each tapp

is a total function
tapp

A

 T  
 
A
s

sT
 such that tapp

f t  A
t
 for every f  A

 and
every t  T 
In order to de ne secondorder applicative structures using operators like fun and abst we
need to de ne the curried version tfun

of tapp

A

 T  
 
A
s

sT
 For this we de ne
a kind of dependent product
Q

A
s

sT
see de nition 	 Then we have families of operators
tfun

A

 
Q

A
s

sT
 and tabst


Q

A
s

sT
  A

 for every   
T 	 T 
This paper is organized as follows The syntax of the simplytyped  calculus  

is
reviewed in section  Preapplicative structures for  

are de ned in section  and some examples
are given The crucial notions of Pcover algebras and of Psheaves are de ned for  

in section 
The notion of Prealizability is de ned for  

in section  In section  it is shown how to interpret
terms in  

in preapplicative structures The realizability theorem for the typed  calculus  

is shown in section  Preapplicative structures for the typed  calculus  

are de ned in
section  The notions of Pcover algebras and Prealizability are extended to  

in section
 In section 	 it is shown how to interpret terms in  

in preapplicative structures The
realizability theorem for the typed  calculus  

is shown in section 		 Section 	 contains

an application of the main theorem of section 		 to prove a general theorem about terms of the
system  

 The syntax of the secondorder  calculus  


is reviewed in section 	 Pre
applicative structures for  


are de ned in section 	 The notions of Pcover algebras and of
Psheaves are de ned for  


in section 	 The notion of Prealizability for  


is de ned in
section 	 In section 	 it is shown how to interpret terms in  


in preapplicative structures
and some examples are given The realizability theorem for the secondorder typed  calculus  


is shown in section 	 Section 	 contains an application of the main theorem of section 	 to
prove a new general theorem for  


theorem 	 Section  contains the conclusion and
some suggestions for further research Extensional and 
 preapplicative structures are de ned in
section 	
 Syntax of the Typed  Calculus  
     
Let T denote the set of simple types consisting of base types including the special base type
 and compound types        and    The presentation will be simpli ed if we
adopt the de nition of simplytyped  terms where all the variables are explicitly assigned types
once and for all More precisely we have a family X  X


T
of variables where each X

is a
countably in nite set of variables of type  and X

X

  whenever     Using this de nition
there is no need to drag contexts along and the most important feature of the proof namely the
reducibility method is easier to grasp
Instead of using the construct case P of inlx  	 M j inry  	 N  it will be more
convenient and simpler to use a slightly more general construct 
M N  where M is of type    
and N is of type     even when M and N are not  abstractions This will be especially
advantageous for the semantic treatment to follow Then we can de ne the conditional construct
case P of inlx 	M j inry 	 N  where P is of type    as 
 x M  y N P  The
typechecking rules of the system are summarized in the following de nition
Denition   The terms of the typed  calculus  

are de ned by the following rules
x  when x  X


we can also have c  for a set of constants that have been preassigned types
M 


M 
 elim
with  
M  
 x M    
abstraction
where x  X


M     N  
MN 
application
M   N  
hM Ni  
pairing

M    


M 
projection
M    

 
M 
projection
M  
inlM  
injection
M  
inrM  
injection
M     N     

M N     
co pairing
The standard elimination rule for  is
P     M   N  
case P of inlx 	M j inry 	 N 
by cases
where x  X

and y  X


We can design reduction rules so that the construct 
 x  M  y  N P behaves just like
case P of inlx  	 M j inry  	 N  For this we design more atomic reduction rules for

M N  These rules do not incorporate the 
reduction step implicit in the traditional reduction
rules
Denition   The reduction rules of the system  

are listed below
 x MN   M 
Nx


hM Ni   M

 
hM Ni   N

M N inlP    MP

M N inrP    NP


MN   

M




M   

M

 


M   

M

M N 

P    

P 
The traditional rules for the case construct are
case inlP  of inlx 	M j inry 	 N  M 
Px
case inrP  of inlx 	M j inry 	 N   N 
Py
The above reduction rules can be simulated by the 
 rules of de nition  and 
reduction
as follows

 x M  y N inlP     x MP  

M 
Px

 x M  y N inrP     y NP  

N 
Py
The reduction relation de ned by the rules of de nition  is denoted as  

even though
there are reductions other than 
reduction From now on when we refer to a  term we mean
a  term that typechecks We let 

denote the set of  terms of type 
	
Given two preordered sets hA

 

i and hA

 

i we let 
A

	 A

 be the set of monotonic
functions wrt 

and 

 under the pointwise preorder induced by 

de ned such that f  g
i fa 

ga for all a  A


 PreApplicative Structures for  
 
In this section some new semantic structures called preapplicative structures are de ned In order
to simplify the presentation we restrict our attention to the type constructor   and we do not
discuss extensional or 
 preapplicative structures We also show that the term model can be
viewed as a preapplicative 
structures
Denition   A pre applicative 
 structure is a structure
A  hA  fun absti
where
A  A


T
is a family of nonempty sets called carriers 



T
is a family of preorders each 

on A


abst

 
A

	 A

   A

 a family of partial operators
fun

A

  
A

	 A

 a family of total operators
It is assumed that fun and abst are monotonic Furthermore the following condition is satis ed
	 fun

abst

	 
 	 whenever abst

	 is de ned for 	  
A

	 A


The operators fun induce total operators
app

A

A

  A

 such that for every f  A

and every a  A


app

f a  fun

fa
Then condition 	 can be written as
	 app

abst

	 a 
 	a for all a  A

 for 	  
A

	 A

 whenever abst

	 is
de ned
We say that a preapplicative 
structure is an applicative 
 structure i in condition 	 
 is
replaced by the identity relation 
Intuitively A is a set of realizers We will omit superscripts whenever possible
When A is an applicative 
structure then in de nition 	 condition 	 amounts to
	 fun

 abst

 id on the domain of de nition of abst
In this case abst is injective and fun is surjective on the domain of de nition of abst and left
inverse to abst
When we use a preapplicative 
structure to interpret  terms we assume that the domain of
abst is su!ciently large but we have not elucidated this last condition yet Given M  A

and
N  A

 appMN is also denoted as MN 
		
We can also de ne extensional preapplicative structures and preapplicative 
structures but
this will done later
Let us give an important example of a preapplicative 
structure
Denition   Let A

 

be the set of all typed  terms of type  We let app be the obvious
construct appMN  MN De ne N  M i M
 
 

N  Finally we need to de ne abst
For every typepreserving substitution 	 for every term M   and for every variable x of type 
consider the function 	
x  M    from A

to A

 de ned such that
	
x  M   N  M 
	
x N 
for every N   Given any such function 	
x  M    we let
abst	
x  M      x M
	
The structure just de ned is denoted as LT


Clearly appabst	
x  M    N
 	
x  M   N since
appabst	
x  M    N   x M
	N  

M 
	
x N 
Indeed  x M
	 is equivalent to  y M 
yx
	 for any variable y such that y  dom	
and y  	z for every z  dom	 and for such a y  y M 
yx
	   y M 
yx
	 Then
for this choice of y
 y M 
yx
	N  

M 
yx
	
Ny  M 
	
x N 
We learned from Gordon Plotkin that models of 
reduction or 
reduction have been con
sidered before in particular by Girard 
 Jacobs Margaria and Zacchi 
	 and Plotkin 
 In

 de nition 		 Girard de nes a   structure as a triple D  hXHKi consisting of
i a qualitative domain X 
ii a stable function H from X to X 	 X  and
iii a stable function K from X 	 X to X 
where X 	 X is the set of all traces of stable functions from X to X  Girard then shows
that a  structure D models 
reduction if H  K  Id
XX
 and that D models reduction if
K H  Id
X
note that the partial order  corresponds to the opposite of our ordering  Girard
also states that such structures have nice features in particular because they can be approximated
by  nite  structures
The major dierence with our approach is that the above models are intended for the untyped
 calculus and that we do not have a construct such as X 	 X 
In 
 section  Plotkin introduces a notion of model of 
reduction that he calls an ordered
  interpretation After Mitchell 
 Plotkin de nes such a structure as a triple P  hP  

i
where P is a partial order  is a monotonic application operation P  P   P  and 

 is a
	
meaning function that maps terms and environments to P  and such that some obvious conditions
on 

 hold If the condition


 xM   a  

M 
x  a
holds we say that P is a model of 
reduction Plotkin then proceeds to show that such models are
sound and complete with respect to Currystyle type inference systems also know as systems for F 
deducibility for various type disciplines The main dierence with our approach is that Plotkins
structures are models of the untyped  calculus and that meaning functions are an intrinsic part
of their de nition In our de nition the meaning function is not part of the de nition but it is
uniquely de ned For our purposes this is a much more suitable approach
Jacobs Margaria and Zacchi 
	 de ne models of 
reduction 
expansion and 
conversion
quite similarly to Girard but using cpos with D 	 D the set of all Scottcontinuous functions
from D to D They proceed to show how to construct models of  lters with polymorphic and
intersection types
Other references to models of reduction can be found in Plotkin 

 PCover Algebras and PSheaves
In this section we introduce the bare minimum of concepts needed for understanding the notion
of a sheaf on a site Usually sites are de ned as categories with a notion of a cover also called
a Grothendieck topology see MacLane and Moerdijk 
	 However we are only dealing with
very special categories namely preorders and in such a case the de nition of a Grothendieck
topology can be simpli ed For example a sieve rather than being a set of arrows is just an ideal
Thus we will de ne all the necessary concepts in terms of preorders referring the interested reader
to MacLane and Moerdijk 
	 for a general treatment Originally the concept of a Grothendieck
topology was introduced in order to generalize the notion of an open cover so that sheaves could be
de ned on domains that are not necessarily topological spaces Thus the terminology topology
is not the most appropriate since what is really been generalized is the notion of a cover and not
the notion of a topology and following Grayson 
 we prefer to use the term cover algebra First
we need some preliminary de nitions before de ning the crucial notion of a cover From now on
unless speci ed otherwise it is assumed that we are dealing with preapplicative 
structures and
thus we will omit the pre x 

Denition   Given a preapplicative structure A for any M  A

 a sieve on M is any subset
C  A

such that N  M for every N  C and whenever N  C and Q  N  then Q  C
In other words a sieve on M is downwards closed and below M it is an ideal below M The
sieve fN j N  Mg is called the maximal or principal sieve on M  A covering family on a
preapplicative structure A is a family Cov of binary relations Cov

on 
A
 
 A

 relating subsets
of A

called covers  to elements of A

 Equivalently Cov can be de ned as a family of functions
Cov

A

  
 
A
 
assigning to every element M  A

a set CovM of subsets of A

the covers of
M Given any M  A

 the empty cover  and the principal sieve fN j N  Mg are the trivial
covers We let trivM denote the set consisting of the two trivial covers of M  A cover which is
not trivial is called nontrivial 
	
In the rest of this paper we will consider binary relations P  AT  such that PM implies
M  A

 and for every   T  there is some M  A

st PM Equivalently P can be viewed
as a family P  P


T
 where each P

is a nonempty subset of A

 The intuition behind P is
that it is a property of realizers In this section we will only consider cover conditions for the arrow
type
Denition   Let A be a preapplicative structure and let P be a family P  P


T
 where
each P

is a nonempty subset of A

 A P cover algebra or P Grothendieck topology on A is a
family Cov of binary relations Cov

on 
A
 
 A

satisfying the following properties
 Cov

CM implies M  P

equivalently PM
	 If CovCM then C is a sieve on M an ideal below M
 If M  P

 then CovfN j N MgM M  P

is covered by the principal sieve on M
 If CovM  trivM then CovMN  trivMN and if CovCM and CovDMN
with C and D nontrivial then for every Q  D there is some M

 C such that Q M

N 
A triple hAP  Covi where A is preapplicative structure P is a property on A and Cov is a
PGrothendieck topology is called a P site
Condition  is needed to restrict attention to elements having the property P  Covers only
matter for these elements Conditions 	 are two of the conditions for a set of sieves to be a
Grothendieck topology in the case where the base category is a preorder hAi Conditions 
and  are missing because they are only needed for the sum type  or the existential type
They are also conditions on a Grothendieck topology
 
Condition  is needed to take care of the
extra structure Note that it is not necessary to assume that covers are ideals downwards closed
but this is not harmful
We need to come up with a semantic characterization of the simple terms and also of the notion
of a stubborn element This can be done as follows in terms of covers
Denition   We say thatM  A

is simple i CovCM for at least two distinct covers C We
say that M  A

is stubborn i CovM  trivM thus every stubborn element is simple We
say that a Psite hAP  Covi is scenic i all elements of the form appMN or MN are simple
An an example let us consider the preapplicative structure LT

of de nition  Recall that
an I term is a term of the form  x M  A simple term or neutral term is a term that is not an
Iterm Thus a simple term is either a variable x a constant c or an application MN  A term M
is stubborn i it is simple and either M is irreducible or M

is a simple term whenever M

 

M

equivalently M

is not an Iterm
Let P be a unary property of typed  terms We de ne a cover algebra Cov on the structure
LT

as follows
	 If M  P

and M is an Iterm then
CovM  ffN j M
 
 

Ngg

Readers who are anxious to see the full set of conditions should take a look at de	nition  
	
 If M  P

and M is a simple and stubborn term then
CovM  f fN j M
 
 

Ngg
 If M  P

and M is a simple and nonstubborn term then
CovM  ffN j M
 
 

Ng fN j M

 

Q
 
 

N for some Iterm Qgg
The conditions of de nition  are easily veri ed The above notion of a cover will be used in
section 	 to prove a general theorem about the simply typed  calculus
From now on we only consider scenic Psites In order for our realizability theorem to hold
realizers will have to satisfy properties analogous to the properties P	P mentioned in the
introduction
Denition   Let hAP  Covi be a Psite Properties P	P are de ned as follows
P	 PM for some stubborn element M  A


P If PM and M 
 N  then PN 
P If Cov

CM PN  and PM

N  whenever M

 C then PMN 
From now on we only consider relations families P satisfying conditions P	P of de nition
 Condition P	 says that each P

contains some stubborn element Finally we are ready for
the crucial notion of a sheaf property This property is a crucial inductive invariant with respect
to the notion of realizability de ned in section  Recall that T denotes the set of simples types
built up using the type constructor  
Denition  	 Let hAP  Covi be a Psite A function SA  
T
has the sheaf property or is a
P sheaf  i it satis es the following conditions
S	 If   SM then M  P


S If   SM and M 
 N  then   SN
S If Cov

CM and   SN for every N  C then   SM
A function SA   
T
as in de nition  can also be viewed as a family S  S


T
 where
S

 fM  A j   SMg Then the sets S

are called P candidates  The conditions of de nition
 are then stated as follows
S	 S

 P


S If M  S

and M 
 N  then N  S


S If Cov

CM and C  S

 then M  S


This second set of conditions is slightly more convenient for proving our results Note that
according to the  rst de nition S can also be viewed as a mapping
SA  Sets
	
Then S means that M 
 N implies SM  SN Thus S is in fact a functor
SA
op
  Sets
viewing A
op
equipped with the preorder 
 the opposite of the preorder  as a category It turns
out that the conditions of de nition  mean that this functor is a sheaf for the Grothendieck
topology of de nition 
Note that condition S is trivial when C is the principal cover on M  since in this case M
belongs to C Thus condition S is only interesting when M is simple and from now on this
is what we will assume when using condition S Also since Cov

CM implies that PM
any P satisfying conditions P	P trivially satis es the sheaf property Finally note that S
and P	 imply that S

is nonempty and contains all stubborn elements in P

because stubborn
elements have the empty cover
By P if M  P

is stubborn and N  P

is any element then MN  P

 Furthermore
MN is also stubborn This follows from property  of a cover Thus if M  P

is stubborn
and N  P

is any element then MN  P

is stubborn
We conclude this section by showing explicitly that de nition  is indeed a sheaf condition for
a general and complete treatment see MacLane and Moerdijk 
	 A preapplicative structure
A can be viewed as a category whose objects are the elements of A and whose arrows are de ned
such that there is a single arrow denoted a   b from a to b i a  b Then A
op
is the category
with the same objects as A but with the reverse arrows ie there is an arrow from a to b in A
op
i a 
 b
Let F A
op
  Sets be a functor Thus F assigns a set F a to every element a  A and a
function F b   aF b  F a to every pair a b  A such that a  b with the usual functorial
conditions For the sake of brevity let us denote F b   aF b   F a as F
b
a
F b   F a
Given any a  A for any x  F a and any b  A such that b  a F
a
b
x is a member of the set
F b that we will also denote as xjb We can think of xjb as the restriction of x  F a to F b
Denition  
 Given a site hAP  Covi and a functor F A
op
  Sets for any a  A and any
cover C of a a set C such that CovC a a family fx
c
j x
c
 F c c  Cg is a matching family
for C i for every c  C
x
c
jd  x
d
for every d  c
An amalgamation of a matching family fx
c
j x
c
 F c c  Cg is an element x  F a such that
xjc  x
c
for every c  C
The functor F is a sheaf i for every a  A every cover C of a a set C such that CovC a and
every family fx
c
j x
c
 F c c  Cg if fx
c
j x
c
 F c c  Cg is a matching family for C then
it has a unique amalgamation x  F a The functor F is a P sheaf i it is a sheaf and for every
a  A F a  T and   F a implies that a  P


Since a cover is a sieve d  c for c  C implies that d  C and so x
d
is a well de ned element
of F d If in A any two elements have a greatest lower bound it can easily be shown that
fx
c
j x
c
 F c c  Cg is a matching family for C i for all c d  C then
x
c
jc  d  x
d
jc  d
	
If the functor F is a sheaf and has the property that the maps F
b
a
F b   F a with a  b
are inclusion maps then for any matching family fx
c
j x
c
 F c c  Cg if x is its amalgamation
xjc  x
c
implies that x  x
c
for all c  C Thus in this case a matching family consists of a single
element x such that x  F c for all c  C Then the property of being a sheaf is equivalent to
the following condition For every a  A for every cover C of a
if x  F c for every c  C then x  F a
Now the functor SA
op
  Sets de ned earlier is such that M 
 N implies SM  SN Thus
it is indeed technically true that de nition  means that the functor S is a Psheaf with respect
to the Grothendieck topology de ned by Cov
 PRealizability for the Arrow Type
In this section we de ne a semantic notion of realizability This notion is such that realizers
are elements of some preapplicative structure In the special case when only the arrow type is
considered the de nition of realizability does not refer to covers However cover conditions are
needed for proving lemma  which basically shows that the notion of a Psheaf is an invariant
wrt realizability The notion of P realizability is de ned as follows
Denition 	  Let hAP  Covi be a Psite The sets r

 of realizers of  are de ned as follows
r

  P

  a base type
r

     fM j M  P

 and for all N  if N  r

 then MN  r

 g
Note that instead of de ning the family of sets r

 we could have de ned a binary relation
r such that M r  i M  r

 This is the more standard way of de ning realizability Another
important point worth noting is that in the de nition of r

     we are considering only those
M such that M  P

 One might be concerned that this will cause di!culties in proving lemma
 but conditions P	P have been designed to overcome this problem
Lemma 	  Given a scenic P site hAP  Covi if P satises conditions P P then r


T
has the sheaf property and each r

 contains all stubborn elements in P


Proof  We proceed by induction on types If  is a base type r

  P

 and obviously every
stubborn element in P

is in r

 Since r

  P

 S	 is trivial S follows from P and S
is also trivial

We now consider the induction step
S	 By the de nition of r

     S	 is trivial
S Let M  r

     and assume that M 
 M

 Since M  P

by S	 we have
M

 P

by P For any N  r

 since M  r

     we have MN  r

  and since
M 
M

 by monotonicity of app we have MN 
M

N  Then applying the induction hypothesis
at type   S holds for r

  and thus M

N  r

  Thus we have shown that M

 P

and

In fact if r

   P
 
 S holds trivially even at nonbase types This remark is useful if we allow type variables
	
that if N  r

 then M

N  r

  By the de nition of r

    this shows that M

 r

    
and S holds at type     
S Assume that Cov

CM and that M

 r

     for every M

 C where M is
simple Recall that by condition  of de nition  Cov

CM implies that M  P

 We
prove that for every N  if N  r

 then MN  r

  First we prove that MN  P

 and for this
we use P
First assume that M  P

is stubborn and let N be in r

 By S	 N  P

 By the
induction hypothesis all stubborn elements in P

are in r

  Since we have shown that MN  P

is stubborn whenever M  P

is stubborn and N  P

 we have M  r

   
Now consider M  P

non stubborn If M

 C then by assumption M

 r

     and
for any N  r

 we have M

N  r

  Since by S	 N  P

and M

N  P

 by P we have
MN  P

 Now there are two cases
If  is a base type then r

   P

and MN  r

 
If  is not a base type then MN is simple since the site is scenic Thus we prove that
MN  r

  using S which by induction holds at type  Assume that Cov

DMN for any
cover D of MN  If MN is stubborn then by the induction hypothesis we have MN  r

 
Otherwise since Cov

CM and C and D are nontrivial for every Q  D by condition  of
de nition  there is some M

 C such that Q  M

N  Since by assumption M

 r

    
whenever M

 C and N  r

 we conclude that M

N  r

  By the induction hypothesis
applied at type   by S we have Q  r

  and by S we have MN  r

 
Since M  P

and MN  r

  whenever N  r

 we conclude that M  r

   
We now need to relate  terms and realizers
 Interpreting terms in  
 
in PreApplicative Structures
We show how terms in  

are interpreted in preapplicative structures For this we de ne a
meaning function
Denition 
  Given a preapplicative structure A a valuation or environment  is any function
X   A such that x  A

if x  A meaning function for A is a partial function A


from pairs of equivalence classes of terms and valuations to A such that A

M  is de ned
whenever M   in which case A

M   A

 In addition a meaning function satis es the following
conditions
A

x  x
A

MN   appA

M  A

N 
A

 x M   abstf
where f is the function de ned such that fa  A

M 
x  a for every a  A


It is routine to show that the following property holds
A

M 

 A

M 
 
 whenever 

x  
 
x for every x  FV M independence
	
If we consider the preapplicative structure A  LT

de ned just after de nition 	 then a
valuation  is a substitution with an in nite domain Using an induction on the structure of terms
it is easily veri ed that LT



M   M 
	 where 	 is the substitution de ned by the restriction
of  to FV M
 The Realizability Theorem For  
 
In this section we prove the realizability lemma lemma  for  

 and its main corollary
theorem  First we need some conditions relating the behavior of a meaning function and
covering conditions We will also need semantic conditions analogous to the conditions PP
of the introduction
Denition   We say that a site hAP  Covi is well behaved i the following condition holds
	 For any a  A

 any 	  
A

	 A

 if abst	 exists Cov

C appabst	 a and C is
a nontrivial cover then c  	a for every c  C
In view of de nition 	 de nition 	 implies the following condition
Denition   Given a meaning function A

 on the preapplicative structure A condition
	 is de ned as follows
	 For any a  A

 if Cov

C appA

 x  M  a and C is a nontrivial cover then c 
A

M 
x  a for every c  C
For the proof of the next lemma we need to add two new conditions P and P to P	P
Denition   Given a wellbehaved site hAP  Covi properties P and P are de ned as
follows
P For every a  A

 if 	a  P

 where 	  
A

	 A

 and abst	 exists then abst	 
P


P If a  P

and 	a  P

 where 	  
A

	 A

 and abst	 exists then appabst	 a 
P


In view of de nition 	 de nition  implies the following conditions
Denition   Given a meaning function A

 on the preapplicative structure A conditions
P and P are
P If A

M   P

 then A

 x M   P


P If a  P

and A

M 
x  a  P

 then appA

 x M  a  P


Lemma  	 Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi and a family P satisfying conditions
P P for every  such that y  r

 for every y   FV M if for every a a  r


implies A

M 
x  a  r

  then A

 x M   r

   
	
Proof  We prove that A

 x  M   P

and that for every every a if a  r

 then
appA

 x M  a  r

  We will need the fact that the sets of the form r

 have the prop
erties S	S but this follows from lemma  since P	P hold First we prove that
A

 x M   P


Since x  r

 for every x   FV M letting a  x by the assumption of lemma 
A

M   r

  Then by S	 and by P we have A

 x M   P


Next we prove that for every every a if a  r

 then appA

 x M  a  r

  Let us
assume that a  r

 Then by the assumption of lemma  A

M 
x  a  r

  Thus by
S	 we have a  P

and A

M 
x  a  P

 By P we have appA

 x M  a  P

 Now
there are two cases
If  is a base type then r

   P

 Since we just showed that appA

 x M  a  P

 we
have appA

 x M  a  r

 
If  is not a base type then appA

 x  M  a is simple since the site is scenic Thus
we prove that appA

 x  M  a  r

  using S The case where appA

 x  M  a is
stubborn is trivial
Otherwise assume that Cov

C appA

 x  M  a where C is a nontrivial cover By
condition 	 of de nition  c  A

M 
x  a for every c  C and since by assumption
A

M 
x  a  r

  by S we have c  r

  Since c  r

  whenever c  C by S we have
appA

 x M  a  r

 
We now prove the main realizability lemma for  


Lemma  
 Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi if P is a family satisfying conditions
P P then for every term M of type  for every valuation  such that y  r

 for every
y   FV M we have A

M   r


Proof  We proceed by induction on the structure of M 
If M is a variable then A

x  x  r

 by the assumption on 
If M  M

N

 where M

has type     and N

has type  by the induction hypothesis
A

M

  r

    and A

N

  r


By the de nition of r

     we get appA

M

A

N

  r

  ie A

M

N

  r

  by
de nition 	
If M   x  M

 consider any a  r

 and any valuation  such that y  r

 for
every y   FV M

  fxg Note that by S and P	 r

 is indeed nonempty Thus the
valuation 
x  a has the property that y  r

 for every y   FV M

 By the induction
hypothesis applied to M

and 
x  a we have A

M


x  a  r

  Consequently by lemma
 A

 x M

  r

   
IfM is a closed term of type  the independence condition of de nition 	 implies that A

M 
is independent of  and thus we denote it as A

M  We get the following important theorem for
 



Theorem   Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi if P is a family satisfying conditions
P P then for every closed term M of type  we have A

M   P

 in other words the
realizer A

M  satises the unary predicate dened by P ie every provable type is realizable
Proof  Apply lemma  to the closed term M of type  and to any arbitrary valuation 
 PreApplicative Structures for  
     
In this section the preapplicative structures of section  are generalized to the types  
There are various kinds of preapplicative structures preapplicative 
structures preapplicative

structures extensional preapplicative 
structures and the corresponding socalled applicative
versions For simplicity in this section we only present preapplicative structures The de nition
of the other structures is given in an appendix see section 	 We also show that the term model
can be viewed as a preapplicative 
structures and that the HRO models of Kreisel and Troelstra

	  can be viewed as an applicative 
structure
Denition   A pre applicative 
 structure is a structure
A  hA fun abst " hi inl inr 
  i
where
A  A


T
is a family of nonempty sets called carriers 



T
is a family of preorders each 

on A


abst

 
A

	 A

   A

 a family of partial operators
fun

A

  
A

	 A

 a family of total operators
hi

A

 A

  A

 a family of partial pairing operators
"

A

  A

 A

 a family of total projection operators

 

A

A

  A

 a family of partial copairing operators
inl

A

  A

 a family of total operators
inr

A

  A

 a family of total operators


A

  A

 is a family of total functions
We de ne cinlA

  
A

	 A

 cinrA

  
A

	 A

  and
cinfA

  
A

	 A

 as follows For every h  A


cinlha  funhinla
for every a  A


cinrhb  funhinrb
for every b  A

 and
cinfhc  funh

c
for every c  A


	
It is assumed that fun abst " hi inl inr and 
  and  are monotonic Further
more the following conditions are satis ed
	 fun

abst

	 
 	 whenever abst

	 is de ned for 	  
A

	 A

 and
fun



c 
  a  A

 

c for c  A


 "

ha bi 
 a b for all a  A

 b  A

 whenever ha bi is de ned and "



c 



c 

c for every c  A


 cinl
f g 
 funf cinr
f g 
 fung and cinf
f g 
 

 whenever 
f g is
de ned
The operators fun induce total operators
fun

A

  
A

	 A

 such that for every f  A

and every a  A


app

f a  fun

fa
Then condition 	 can be written as
	 app

abst

	 a 
 	a for all a  A

 and app



c a 
 

c for every
a  A

and every c  A

 and condition  can be rewritten as
 cinl
f ga 
 appf a for all a  A

 cinr
f gb 
 appg b for all b  A


and cinf
f gc 
 

c for all c  A

 whenever 
f g is de ned for f  A

and
g  A


Finally N  inlM

 implies that N  inlN

 for some N

M

 N  inrM

 implies that
N  inrN

 for some N

M

 and N  

M

 implies that N  

N

 for some N

M


We say that a preapplicative 
structure is an applicative 
 structure i in conditions 	

 is replaced by the identity relation 
We will omit superscripts whenever possible We can think of the elements of A

as error
elements and copies of these error elements exist at all types given by the functions 


The projection operators " induce projections 


A

  A

and 

 
A

  A

 such
that for every a  A

 if "

a  a

 a
 
 then



a  a

and 

 
a  a
 

When A is an applicative 
structure then in de nition 	 conditions 	 amounts to
	 fun

 abst

 id on the domain of abst and fun

 

  a  A




 "

 h i

 id on the domain of h i and "



 h

 

i
 hcinl cinri  
   fun

 fun

on the domain of de nition of 
  and
cinf 
    f  A

 g  A



 where  f  A

 g  A



denotes the constant
function from A

 A

to 
A

	 A

 whose value is 

for all f  A

and g  A


In view of 	 from  we get

hcinl cinri  
   abst

 abst

  id on the domain of de nition of 
  
abst

 abst


However we have no left inverse to 

 and we dont have an analogous identity for cinf
When we use a preapplicative 
structure to interpret  terms we assume that hi and

  are total and that the domain of abst is su!ciently large but we have not elucidated this
last condition yet Given M  A

and N  A

 appMN is also denoted as MN 
Let us give an important example of a preapplicative 
structure
Denition   Let A

 

be the set of all typed  terms of type  We let app 

 
 
 hi
inl inr 
   be the obvious constructs for example appMN  MN De ne N  M
i M
 
 

N  The operator abst is de ned as in de nition  The structure just de ned is
denoted as LT


Another interesting example is provided by an adaptation of the socalled HROmodels hered
itarily recursive operations due to Kreisel and Troelstra 
	  These models are based on
the Kleene partial applicative structure provided by acceptable G#odel numberings of the partial
recursive functions Assume that we have such a G#odel numbering and denote the partial recursive
function of index e as 	
e
 Recall that such a numbering induces a partial operation  NN  N
where N denotes the set of natural numbers de ned as follows m  n  	
m
n whenever it is
de ned A partial recusive function 	
e
is recursive i 	
e
n is de ned for all n  N We also assume
that we have a given pairing function pN  N   N with projection functions j

N   N and
j
 
N   N such that pj

m j
 
m  m for all m  N j

pmn  m and j
 
pmn  n
for all mn  N In the rest of this section we ignore the type 
Denition   We de ne an applicative structure as follows Each A

is a set of pairs of the form
hn i where n  N and we denote the subset fn j hn i  A

g of N as domA


Let A

 fhn i j n  Ng for every base type 
A

 fhe    i j 	
e
is total on domA

g
A

 fhn   i j hj

n i  A

and hj
 
n i  A

g
and
A

 fhp n   i j hn i  A

g  fhp	 n   i j hn i  A

g
The preorder on each A

is the identity relation
We let apphm    i hn i  h	
m
n i which is wellde ned by de nition of A

 "
and h i have an obvious de nition in terms of p j

 and j
 
 We let inlhn i  hp n i
inrhn i  hp	 n   i and 
hm    i hn    i is de ned as follows Let  be the
function de ned such that p s  	
m
s for all s  N and p	 t  	
n
t for all t  N
Since 	
m
and 	
n
are partial recursive functions  is a partial recursive function and we let

hm    i hn    i  he     i
where e is some designated index for  some index e such that 	
e
 

Note that funA

  
A

	 A

 is the function de ned such that funhe    ihn i 
h	
e
n i We still need to de ne abst
For every m  N for every e  N index of a total recursive function of m 	 arguments for
every  nite sequence   h

     
m
i of natural numbers let e
 denote the function in 
A

	 A


de ned such that
e
hn i  h	
e


     
m
 n i
provided that 	
e


     
m
 n  domA

 for all n  domA

 Then by the s m ntheorem
	
e


     
m
 n  	
sem
 

m

n
for all n  N and we let abste
  hsem 

     
m
    i The above applicative structure
is denoted as HRO
By an easy induction on types we can show that A

is nonempty for every type  Indeed
each A

is nonempty since constant functions are total recursive and the other cases are trivial
In the de nition of 
hm    i hn    i since 	
m
is total on domA

 and 	
n
is total on
domA

 the function  is total on domA

 and thus 
hm    i hn    i is well
de ned We still need to check that funabste
  e
 for every e
  
A

	 A

 For such a
function e

funabst	hn i  h	
sem
 

m

n i  h	
e


     
m
 n i
by the s m ntheorem and thus funabste
  e
 The other conditions of de nition 	 are
easily veri ed These structures are not extensional
	 PRealizability for the Arrow
 Product
 Sum
 and   Types
In this section we extend the semantic notion of realizability de ned in section  to the calculus
 

 This time the de nition of realizability for the sum type requires the notion of a cover
First it is necessary to extend de nition  to take care of product and sum types
Denition   Let A be a preapplicative structure and let P be a family P  P


T
 where
each P

is a nonempty subset of A

 A P cover algebra or P Grothendieck topology on A is a
family Cov of binary relations Cov

on 
A
 
 A

satisfying the following properties
 Cov

CM implies M  P

equivalently PM
	 If CovCM then C is a sieve on M an ideal below M
 If M  P

 then CovfN j N MgM M  P

is covered by the principal sieve on M
 stability If CovCM and N M  then CovfQ j Q  C Q  Ng N
 transitivity If CovCM D is a sieve on M  and CovfQ j Q  D Q  Ng N for every
N  C then CovDM
 If CovM  trivM then CovMN  trivMN and if CovCM and CovDMN
with C and D nontrivial then for every Q  D there is some M

 C such that Q M

N 

 If CovM  trivM then Cov

M  triv

M Cov
 
M  triv
 
M and
if CovCM and CovD 

M resp CovD 
 
M with C and D nontrivial then for
every Q  D there is some M

 C such that Q  

M

 resp Q  
 
M


A triple hAP  Covi where A is preapplicative structure P is a property on A and Cov is a
PGrothendieck topology is called a P site
It is also necessary to extend de nition  to take care of product types
Denition   We say that M  A

is simple i CovCM for at least two distinct covers C
We say that M  A

is stubborn i CovM  trivM thus every stubborn element is simple
We say that a Psite hAP  Covi is scenic i all elements of the form appMN or MN 

M
and 
 
M are simple
De nition  is extended as follows
Denition   Let hAP  Covi be a Psite Properties P	P are de ned as follows
P	 PM for some stubborn element M  A


P If PM and M 
 N  then PN 
P
	 If Cov

CM PN  and PM

N  whenever M

 C then PMN 
 If Cov

CM and P

M

  and P
 
M

  whenever M

 C then P

M 
and P
 
M 
From now on we only consider relations families P satisfying the conditions of de nition 
Note that P still implies that if M  P

is stubborn and N  P

is any element then
MN  P

is stubborn It also implies that if M  P

is stubborn then 

M  P

is stubborn
and 
 
M  P

is stubborn This is a consequence of property  of de nition 	
De nition  remains unchanged However for the readers convenience it is repeated Recall
that T denotes the set of simple types built up from the type constructors    and 
Denition   Let hAP  Covi be a Psite A function SA  
T
has the sheaf property or is a
P sheaf  i it satis es the following conditions
S	 If   SM then M  P


S If   SM and M 
 N  then   SN
S If Cov

CM and   SN for every N  C then   SM
A function SA   
T
as in de nition  can also be viewed as a family S  S


T
 where
S

 fM  A j   SMg Then the sets S

are called P candidates  The conditions of de nition
 are then stated as follows
S	 S

 P



S If M  S

and M 
 N  then N  S


S If Cov

CM and C  S

 then M  S


We now generalize the de nition of realizers to take into accounts the types   and  We
de ne P realizability as follows
Denition  	 Let hAP  Covi be a Psite The sets r

 of realizers of  are de ned as follows
r

  P

  a base type
r

     fM j M  P

 and for all N  if N  r

 then MN  r

 g
r

     fM j M  P

 

M  r

 and 
 
M  r

 g
r

     fM j Cov

finlM

 j M

 r

 and M 
 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and M 
 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and M 
 

M

gMg
We now prove a generalization of lemma 
Lemma  
 Given a scenic P site hAP  Covi if P satises conditions P P then the family
r


T
has the sheaf property and each r

 contains all stubborn elements in P


Proof  We proceed by induction on types The base case is as in lemma  The induction
step has more cases since we also need to deal with   and 
S	 This is trivial by the de nitions of r

    r

   and r

   
S There are three cases depending on the type
	 Arrow type      The proof is as in lemma 
 Product type     Assume that M 
 M

for M  r

    We need to prove that
M

 P

 

M

  r

 and 
 
M

  r

  Since M  r

    by S	 M  P

 and
by P M

 P

 Since M  r

    we have 

M  r

 and 
 
M  r

  But by
monotonicity 

M 
 

M

 and 
 
M 
 
 
M

 and by the induction hypothesis by S
we get 

M

  r

 and 
 
M

  r

 
 Sum type     Assume that M 
M

for M  r

   Since M  r

    we have
Cov

finlM

 j M

 r

 and M 
 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and M 
 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and M 
 

M

gMg
Consider the cover D of M 
D  finlM

 j M

 r

 and M 
 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and M 
 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and M 
 

M

g

By property  of de nition 	 for any M

 D the set fQ j Q  D Q  M

g is a cover of M


Now if M

M  by property 	 of de nition 	 M

 D and it is clear that
fQ j Q  D Q M

g  finlM

 j M

 r

 and M


 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and M


 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and M


 

M

g
Then we have
Cov

finlM

 j M

 r

 and M


 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and M


 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and M


 

M

gM

g
showing that M

 r

   
S Let M be simple There are three cases depending on the type of M 
	 Arrow type      The proof is as in lemma 
 Product type     Assume that Cov

CM and that M

 r

    whenever M

 C
where M is simple By property  of de nition 	 we have M  P

 We need to show that


M  r

 and 
 
M  r

 
If M  P

is stubborn we have shown that 

M  P

is stubborn and that 
 
M  P

is
stubborn By the induction hypothesis all stubborn elements in P

are in r

 and all stubborn
elements in P

are in r

  Thus when M is stubborn 

M  r

 and 
 
M  r

 
Next assume that M is not stubborn Since M

 r

    whenever M

 C we have


M

  r

 and 
 
M

  r

  By S	 we have 

M

  P

 
 
M

  P

 and by P
we get 

M  P

and 
 
M  P

 If  is a base type then r

  P

and 

M  r


Similarly if  is a base type then r

   P

and 
 
M  r

 
Let us now consider the case where  is not a base type the case where  is not a base type
being similar Then 

M  P

and 

M is simple since the site is scenic We use S to
prove that 

M  r

 Assume that Cov

D 

M for any cover D of 

M The case where


M is stubborn follows from the induction hypothesis Otherwise since Cov

CM and C
and D are nontrivial by property  of de nition 	 for every Q  D there is some M

 C such
that Q  

M

 By the assumption M

 r

   This implies that 

M

  r

 and by the
induction hypothesis and S we have Q  r

 By S we conclude that 

M  r


 Sum type     Assume that Cov

CM and that N  r

    for every N  C Let
D  finlM

 j M

 r

 and M 
 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and M 
 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and M 
 

M

g
Using the properties of  it is clear that D is a sieve on M  We need to prove that Cov

DM
since this is equivalent toM  r

  Let N  C and consider the set fQ j Q  D Q  Ng We

prove that CovfQ j Q  D Q  Ng N However since N  C and by assumption N  r

  
for every N  C we have
Cov

finlM

 j M

 r

 and N 
 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and N 
 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and N 
 

M

g Ng
Since N M  it is clear that
fQ j Q  D Q  Ng  finlM

 j M

 r

 and N 
 inlM

g 
finrM
 
 j M
 
 r

  and N 
 inrM
 
g 
f

M

 j M

 P

and N 
 

M

g
Then by property  of de nition 	 we have Cov

DM that is M  r

  
We also need to extend de nition 	 to give an interpretation to the new terms
  Interpreting  Terms in  
     
We extend de nition 	 to take care of   and 
Denition   Given a preapplicative structure A a valuation or environment  is any function
X   A such that x  A

if x  A meaning function for A is a partial function A


from pairs of equivalence classes of terms and valuations to A such that A

M  is de ned
whenever M   in which case A

M   A

 In addition a meaning function satis es the following
conditions
A

x  x
A

MN   appA

M  A

N 
A

 x M   abstf
where f is the function de ned such that
fa  A

M 
x  a for every a  A

A



M  

A

M 
A


 
M  
 
A

M 
A

hM

 M
 
i  hA

M

 A

M
 
i
A

inlM  inlA

M 
A

inrM  inrA

M 
A


M N  
A

M  A

N 
A



M  

A

M 

It is routine to show that the following property holds
A

M 

 A

M 
 
 whenever 

x  
 
x for every x  FV M independence
If we consider the preapplicative structure A  LT

 then a valuation  is a substitution
with an in nite domain Using an induction on the structure of terms it is easily veri ed that
LT



M   M 
	 where 	 is the substitution de ned by the restriction of  to FV M
As far as realizability is concerned if M   then LT



M  is a typed  term realizing 
De nition  is then a variant of Kreisels modi ed realizability
It is also interesting to see what happens if we try to interpret terms in the applicative structure
HRO of de nition  A valuation is a function  such that x  hk i for every x  where
k  N Thus given a term M such that FV M  fx

 

     x
m
 
m
g a valuation  de nes a
 nite sequence h

     
m
i of natural numbers where 
i
 x
i
 It is easily shown by induction
on the structure of M   that HRO

M   h	
e


     
m
 i where e is the index a total
recursive function 	
e
in the arguments h

     
m
i Thus every typed  terms can be interpreted
in HRO and HRO

M  is given by a function recursive in the restriction of  to FV M As
far as realizability is concerned if M   then HRO

M   r

 yields a realizer for  which is
given by a recursive function of  In this case de nition  is equivalent to Kleenes recursive
realizability for    and 
   The Realizability Theorem For  
     
In this section we generalize the realizability lemma lemma  and its main corollary theorem
 to the calculus  

 In order to do so we need to add conditions to de nition 	 to take
care of   and 
Denition   We say that a site hAP  Covi is well behaved i the following conditions hold
	 For any a  A

 any 	  
A

	 A

 if abst	 exists Cov

C appabst	 a and C is
a nontrivial cover then c  	a for every c  C
For any a  A

 any b  A

 if Cov

C app

a b and C is a nontrivial cover then
c  

a for every c  C
 If Cov

C 

ha

 a
 
i and C is a nontrivial cover then c  a

for every c  C
If Cov

C 
 
ha

 a
 
i and C is a nontrivial cover then c  a
 
for every c  C
If Cov

C 



a and C is a nontrivial cover then c  

a for every c  C
If Cov

C 
 


a and C is a nontrivial cover then c  

a for every c  C
 If Covp  trivp then Covapp
f g p  trivapp
f g p and if Cov

C p
Cov

D app
f g p and C and D are nontrivial then for every d  D either there
is some inlp

  C such that d  appf p

 or there is some inrp
 
  C such that
d  appg p
 
 or there is some 

p

  C such that d  

p

 where f  A

and
g  A


In view of de nition 		 de nition 			 implies the following conditions

Denition   Given a meaning function A

 on the preapplicative structure A condition
	 are de ned as follows
	 For any a  A

 if Cov

C appA

 x  M  a and C is a nontrivial cover then c 
A

M 
x  a for every c  C
For any b  A

 if Cov

C appA



M b and C is a nontrivial cover then c 
A



M for every c  C
 If Cov

C 

A

hM

 M
 
i and C is a nontrivial cover then c  A

M

 for every
c  C
If Cov

C 
 
A

hM

 M
 
i and C is a nontrivial cover then c  A

M
 
 for every
c  C
If Cov

C 

A



M and C is a nontrivial cover then c  A



M for every
c  C
If Cov

C 
 
A



M and C is a nontrivial cover then c  A



M for every
c  C
 If Covp  trivp then CovappA


M N  p  trivappA


M N  p and if
Cov

C p Cov

D appA


M N  p and C and D are nontrivial then for every
d  D either there is some inlp

  C such that d  appA

M  p

 or there is some
inrp
 
  C such that d  appA

N  p
 
 or there is some 

p

  C such that
d  

p


We also need to add conditions to de nition  to take care of   and 
Denition   Given a wellbehaved site hAP  Covi properties P and P are de ned as
follows
P
	 For every a  A

 if 	a  P

 where 	  
A

	 A

 and abst	 exists then abst	 
P


 If a

 P

and a
 
 P

 then ha

 a
 
i  P


 If a  P

 then inla  P

 and if a  P

 then inra  P


 If a

 P

and a
 
 P

 then 
a

 a
 
  P


 If a  P

 then 

a  P


P
	 If a  P

and 	a  P

 where 	  
A

	 A

 and abst	 exists then appabst	 a 
P


 If a

 P

and a
 
 P

 then 

ha

 a
 
i  P

and 
 
ha

 a
 
i  P


 If Cov

C p f  P

 g  P

 appf p

  P

whenever inlp

  C appg p
 
  P

whenever inrp
 
  C and p

 P

whenever 

p

  C then app
f g p  P


 If a  P

and b  P

 then app

a b  P


If a  P

 then 



a  P

and 
 


a  P


It is easy to verify that app
f g p  P

is stubborn if p  P

is stubborn f  P

 and
g  P

 This follows from condition  of de nition 			
In view of de nition 		 de nition 		 implies the following conditions

Denition   Given a meaning function A

 on the preapplicative structureA conditions
PP are de ned as follows
P
	 If A

M   P

 then A

 x M   P


 If A

M   P

and A

N   P

 then A

hM Ni  P


 If A

M   P

 then inlA

M   P

 and if A

M   P

 then inrA

M   P


 If A

M   P

and A

N   P

 then A


M N   P


 If A

M   P

 then A



M  P


P
	 If a  P

and A

M 
x  a  P

 then appA

 x M  a  P


 If A

M   P

and A

N   P

 then 

A

hM Ni  P

and 
 
A

hM Ni  P


 If Cov

C p A

M   P

 A

N   P

 appA

M  p

  P

whenever inlp

 
C and appA

N  p
 
  P

whenever inrp
 
  C and p

 P

whenever 

p

  C
then appA


M N  p  P


 If A

M   P

and b  P

 then appA



M b  P


If A

M   P

 then 

A



M  P

and 
 
A



M  P


We have the following generalization of lemma 
Lemma  	 Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi and a family P satisfying conditions
P P for every  the following properties hold	  If y  r

 for every y   FV M
and for every a a  r

 implies A

M 
x  a  r

  then A

 x M   r

     
 If
A

M   r

 and A

N   r

  then A

hM Ni  r

     If A

M   r

    and
A

N   r

    then A


M N   r

    If a  P

 then 

a  r

 for every

Proof  It is similar to the proof of lemma  except that we need to prove more clauses By
lemma  we know that the sets of the form r

 have the properties S	S
	 This has already been proved in lemma 
We need to show thatA

hM Ni  P

 

A

hM Ni  r

 and 
 
A

hM Ni 
r

  Since A

M   r

 and A

N   r

  by S	 A

M   P

and A

N   P

 By
P we get A

hM Ni  P

 By P we also have 

A

hM Ni  P

and

 
A

hM Ni  P

 If  is a base type then r

  P

and 

A

hM Ni  r

 Similarly
if  is a base type then r

   P

and 
 
A

hM Ni  r

 
If both  and  are nonbase types 

A

hM Ni  P

and 
 
A

hM Ni  P

are simple
since the site is scenic We prove that 

A

hM Ni  r

 and 
 
A

hM Ni  r

  using
S We consider the case of 

A

hM Ni the case of 
 
A

hM Ni being similar The case
where 

A

hM Ni is stubborn is trivial Otherwise assume that Cov

C 

A

hM Ni
where C is a nontrivial cover We need to prove that c  r

 whenever c  C By condition 
of de nition 		 c  A

M  for every c  C Since A

M   r

 and c  A

M  by S we
have c  r


	
 We need to prove that A


M N   P

 and that appA


M N  p  r


for every p  r

    Since A

M   r

    and A

N   r

    by S we have
A

M   P

and A

N   P

 and by P we get A


M N   P


Next we prove that appA


M N  p  P

 Assume that the hypothesis of  holds By
assumption p  r

   A

M   r

    and A

N   r

    By S	 we have p  P


A

M   P

 and A

N   P

 If p is stubborn we have shown that appA


M N  p  P

is stubborn and thus appA


M N  p  r

 by S
Otherwise since p  r

    the cover C given by
C  finlp

 j p

 r

 and p 
 inlp

g 
finrp
 
 j p
 
 r

  and p 
 inrp
 
g 
f

p

 j p

 P

and p 
 

p

g
is a nontrivial cover and Cov

C p Then since by the assumptions of the lemma A

M  
r

    and A

N   r

    we have appA

M  p

  r

 whenever inlp

  C
appA

N  p
 
  r

 whenever inrp
 
  C and p

 P

whenever 

p

  C since
p

 r

 p
 
 r

  and p

 P

 by de nition of C Now using S	 the conditions of P
are met for C and we have appA


M N  p  P

 If  is a base type then r

  P

 and
appA


M N  p  r


If  is not a base type then appA


M N  p is simple since the site is scenic We use
S to prove that appA


M N  p  r

 The case where appA


M N  p is stubborn is
trivial
Otherwise assume that Cov

D appA


M N  p where D is a nontrivial cover Since
p  r

    the cover C given by
C  finlp

 j p

 r

 and p 
 inlp

g 
finrp
 
 j p
 
 r

  and p 
 inrp
 
g 
f

p

 j p

 P

and p 
 

p

g
is a nontrivial cover and Cov

C p Since C and D are nontrivial by condition  of de nition
		 for every d  D either there is some inlp

  C such that d  appA

M  p

 or there
is some inrp
 
  C such that d  appA

N  p
 
 or there is some 

p

  C such that
d  

p


In the  rst two cases since by de nition of C p

 r

 and p
 
 r

  and by assumption
A

M   r

    and A

N   r

    we have appA

M  p

  r

 and appA

N  p
 
 
r

 and by S we get d  r

 In the third case by de nition of C we have p

 P

 and by
 of this lemma to be proved next we have 

p

  r

 Then by S in all cases we get
d  r

 Finally by S we have appA


M N  p  r


 We proceed by induction on  When  is a base type since 

M  P

by P and
since r

  P

 we have 

M  r


	 Arrow type      We prove that app

a b  r

  for every b  r

 Since a  P

and by S	 b  P

 by P we have app

a b  P

 If  is a base type r

   P

and

app

a b  r

  Otherwise app

a b  P

is a simple term and we use S The
case where app

a b is stubborn is trivial Otherwise assume that Cov

C app

a b
for some nontrivial cover C Then by condition 	 of de nition 			 c  

a for every c  C
By the induction hypothesis 

a  r

  and by S we have c  r

  Thus by S we have
app

a b  r

 
 Product type     We prove that 



a  r

 and 
 


a  r

  Since
a  P

 by P we have 



a  P

and 
 


a  P

 If  is a base type
then r

  P

and 



a  r

 Similarly if  is a base type then r

   P

and

 


a  r

 
If  is not a base type then 



a  P

is a simple term and we use S The case
where 



a is stubborn is trivial Otherwise assume that Cov

C 



a where
C is a nontrivial cover Then by condition  of de nition 			 c  

a for every c  C
Since by the induction hypothesis 

a  r

 by S we have c  r

 By S we have




a  r

 A similar argument applies to 
 


a
 Sum type    By P since a  P

 we have 

a  P

 Let D be the following
set
D  finlp

 j p

 r

 and 

a 
 inlp

g 
finrp
 
 j p
 
 r

  and 

a 
 inrp
 
g 
f

p

 j p

 P

and 

a 
 

p

g
By the properties of  it is easy to verify that D is indeed a sieve We need to prove that
Cov

D

a since this is equivalent to 

a  r

    Now since q  

a
implies that q  

a

 for some a

 a and since a  P

 by P we have a

 P

 Thus it
is is clear that D  fq j q  

ag which is a principal sieve However since 

a  P


by property  of de nition 	 

a  P

is covered by the principal sieve D and thus
Cov

D

a Therefore we have 

a  r

  
Finally we now prove the main realizability lemma for  


Lemma  
 Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi if P is a family satisfying conditions
P P then for every term M of type  for every valuation  such that y  r

 for every
y   FV M we have A

M   r


Proof  We proceed by induction on the structure of M  Some of the cases have already been
covered in the proof of lemma  but we also need to handle the new terms
If M  hM

 N

i where M

has type  and N

has type   then by the induction hypothesis
A

M

  r

 and A

N

  r

  By lemma 		 we have A

hM

 N

i  r

   
If M  

M

 where M

has type   then by the induction hypothesis A

M

  r

 
By the de nition of r

   this implies that 

A

M

  r

 that is A



M

  r

 by
de nition 		 Similarly we get A


 
M

  r


If M  inlM

 where M has type     then by the induction hypothesis A

M

  r


By P we have inlA

M

  P

 Consider the cover D of inlA

M


D  finlp

 j p

 r

 and inlA

M

 
 inlp

g 

finrp
 
 j p
 
 r

  and inlA

M

 
 inrp
 
g 
f

p

 j p

 P

and inlA

M

 
 

p

g
We need to show that Cov

D inlA

M

 We claim that
D  fp j inlA

M

 
 pg
By the properties of  p  inlA

M

 implies that p  inlp

 and p

 A

M

 Since
A

M

  r

 and by S p

 r

 whenever p

 A

M

 we do have
D  fp j inlA

M

 
 pg
However by property  of de nition 	 since inlA

M

  P

and D is a principal cover
Cov

D inlA

M

 holds Since by de nition 		 A

inlM

  inlA

M

 we have
A

inlM

  r

    The case where M  inrM

 is similar
If M  
M

 N

 is of type       by the induction hypothesis applied to M

 N

 we
have A

M

  r

    and A

N

  r

    Thus by lemma 		 we have A


M

 N

 
r

    
If M  

M

 then by the induction hypothesis A

M

  r

  P

 By lemma 		
 we have 

A

M

  r

 Since by de nition 		 A



M

  

A

M

 we have
A



M

  r


Theorem  is generalized to the calculus  

as follows
Theorem   Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi if P is a family satisfying conditions
P P then for every closed term M of type  we have A

M   P

 in other words the
realizer A

M  satises the unary predicate dened by P ie every provable type is realizable
Proof  Apply lemma 		 to the closed term M of type  and to any arbitrary valuation 
  Applications to the System  
     
This section shows that theorem 		 can be used to prove a general theorem about terms of the
system  

 As a corollary it can be shown that all terms of  

are strongly normalizing
and conuent
In order to apply theorem 		 we de ne a notion of cover for the site A whose underlying
preapplicative structure is the structure LT

of de nition 
Denition   An I term is a term of the form either  x  M  hM Ni inlM inrM

M N  or 

M A simple term or neutral term is a term that is not an Iterm Thus a
simple term is either a variable x a constant c an application MN  a projection 

M or 
 
M
A term M is stubborn i it is simple and either M is irreducible or M

is a simple term whenever
M

 

M

equivalently M

is not an Iterm
We de ne a cover algebra on the structure LT

as follows Let P be a unary property of
typed  terms

Denition   The cover algebra Cov is de ned as follows
	 If M  P

and M is an Iterm then
CovM  ffN j M
 
 

Ngg
 If M  P

and M is a simple and stubborn term then
CovM  f fN j M
 
 

Ngg
 If M  P

and M is a simple and nonstubborn term then
CovM  ffN j M
 
 

Ng fN j M

 

Q
 
 

N for some Iterm Qgg
Recall from de nition  thatM is simple i it has at least two distinct covers Thus de nition
	 implies that a term is simple in the sense of de nition 		 i it is simple in the sense of de nition
 Similarly a term is stubborn in the sense of de nition 		 i it is stubborn in the sense of
de nition  Also de nition 		 implies that LT

is scenic
Properties P	P are listed below
Denition   Properties P	P are de ned as follows
P	 x  P

 c  P

 for every variable x and constant c of type 
P If M  P

and M  

N  then N  P


P If M is simple then
	 If M  P

 N  P

  x M

N  P

whenever M

 

 x M

 and 

M

N 
P

whenever M

 



M

 then MN  P


 If M  P

 

hM

 N

i  P

and 
 
hM

 N

i  P

whenever M

 

hM

 N

i
and 



M

  P

and 
 


M

  P

whenever M

 



M

 then


M  P

and 
 
M  P


A careful reader will notice that conditions P of de nition 	 are not simply a reformulation
of condition P of de nition  This is because according to de nition 	 a nonstubborn
term M is covered by the nontrivial cover fN j M

 

Q
 
 

Ng where Q is some Iterm
but the conditions of de nition 	 only involve reductions to Iterms However due to condition
P and the fact that a nontrivial cover is determined by the Iterms in it the two de nitions are
indeed equivalent
IfM  P

is a stubborn term and N  P

is any term then MN  P

by P Furthermore
MN is also stubborn since it is a simple term and since it can only reduce to an Iterm if M itself
reduces to a an Iterm Thus if M  P

is a stubborn term and N  P

is any term then MN
is a stubborn term in P

 We can show in a similar fashion that P implies that if M  P

is
a stubborn term then 

M is a stubborn term in P

and 
 
M is a stubborn term in P


Properties PP are listed below

Denition   Properties P and P are de ned as follows
P
	 If M  P

 then  x M  P


 If M  P

and N  P

 then hM Ni  P


 If M  P

 then inlM  P

 and if M  P

 then inrM  P


 If M  P

and N  P

 then 
M N   P


 If M  P

 then 

M  P


P
	 If N  P

and M 
Nx  P

 then  x MN  P


 If M  P

and N  P

 then 

hM Ni  P

and 
 
hM Ni  P


 If P  P

 M  P

 N  P

 MP

 P

whenever P
 
 

inlP

 NP
 
 P

whenever P
 
 

inrP
 
 and P

 P

whenever P
 
 



P

 then 
M N P  P


 If M

 P

and N  P

 then 

M

N  P

 If M

 P

 then 



M

  P

and 
 


M

  P


Again a careful reader will notice that conditions P of de nition 	 are not simply a
reformulation of conditions P of de nition 		 However because of P and the fact that a
nontrivial cover is determined by the Iterms in it the two sets of conditions are equivalent
It is easy to verify that 
M N P  P

is a stubborn term in P

 if P  P

is stubborn
M  P

 and N  P

 Indeed 
M N P  P

can only reduce to an Iterm if P does We
now show that the conditions of de nition 	 and the conditions of de nition 		 hold
Lemma  	 Denition 

 denes a cover algebra and the site hLT

P  Covi is scenic and
well behaved
Proof  Conditions  of de nition 	 are easily veri ed Let us verify conditions  and

 If CovM  trivM then CovMN  trivMN and if CovCM and CovDMN
with C and D nontrivial then for every Q  D there is some M

 C such that Q M

N 
The  rst part says that if M is stubborn then MN is stubborn which has already been
veri ed If the covers C and D are nontrivial then by de nition 		 M and MN must be simple
and nonstubborn terms In this case Q  D means that
MN

 

P
 
 

Q
where P is an Iterm This can happen only if M

 

M

 where M

itself an Iterm In this case
there is some reduction
MN

 

M

N
 
 

P
 
 

Q
where M

is an Iterm Since M is simple and nonstubborn de nition 		 implies that M

 C
 If CovM  trivM then Cov

M  triv

M Cov
 
M  triv
 
M and
if CovCM and CovD 

M resp CovD 
 
M with C and D nontrivial then for
every Q  D there is some M

 C such that Q  

M

 resp Q  
 
M



The  rst part says that if M is stubborn then 

M and 
 
M are stubborn which has
already been veri ed If the covers C and D are nontrivial then by de nition 		M  

M and


M must be simple and nonstubborn terms In this case Q  D means that


M

 

P
 
 

Q
where P is an Iterm This can happen only if M

 

M

 where M

itself an Iterm In this case
there is some reduction


M

 



M


 
 

P
 
 

Q
where M

is an Iterm Since M is simple and nonstubborn de nition 		 implies that M

 C
The same argument applies to 
 
M
Let us now verify the conditions of de nition 		 First recall that for the structure LT

 for
every valuation  an in nite substitution LT



M   M 
	 where 	 is the substitution de ned
by the restriction of  to FV M Also appMN  MN  and recall that A

is the set of terms
of type 
	 For any a  A

 if Cov

C appLT



 x M  a and C is a nontrivial cover then c 
LT



M 
x  a for every c  C
For any b  A

 if Cov

C appLT





M b and C is a nontrivial cover then
c  LT





M for every c  C
We have appLT



 x M  a   x M
	a where 	 is the substitution de ned by the
restriction of  to FV M fxg By de nition 		 since C is nontrivial c  C means that
 x M
	a

 

Q
 
 

c
for some Iterm Q This can only happen if there is a reduction
 x M
	a  

M 
	
ax
 
 

c
However we have M 
	
ax  M 
	
x  a using a suitable renaming of x By the de nition
of LT



M  we have LT



M 
x  a  M 
	
x  a and this part of the proof is complete
The proof for 

M is completely analogous
 If Cov

C 

LT



hM

 M
 
i and C is a nontrivial cover then c  LT



M

 for every
c  C
If Cov

C 
 
LT



hM

 M
 
i and C is a nontrivial cover then c  LT



M
 
 for every
c  C
If Cov

C 

LT





M and C is a nontrivial cover then c  LT





M for
every c  C
If Cov

C 
 
LT





M and C is a nontrivial cover then c  LT





M for
every c  C
We have LT



hM

 M
 
i  hM

 M
 
i
	 where 	 is the substitution de ned by the restriction
of  to FV M

 FV M
 
 By de nition 		 since C is nontrivial c  C means that


hM

 M
 
i
	

 

Q
 
 

c

for some Iterm Q This can only happen if there is a reduction


hM

 M
 
i
	  

M


	
 
 

c
Since LT



M

  M


	 this part of the proof is complete The other cases are entirely analogous
 If CovP   trivP  then CovappLT




M N  P   trivappLT




M N  P 
and if Cov

C P  Cov

D appLT




M N  P  and C and D are nontrivial then for
every d  D either there is some inlP

  C such that d  appLT



M  P

 or there is
some inrP
 
  C such that d  appLT



N  P
 
 or there is some 

P

  C such
that d  

P


The  rst part says that 
M 
	 N 
	P is stubborn if P is stubborn which has already been
shown where 	 is the substitution de ned by the restriction of  to FV M  FV N By
de nition 		 since D is nontrivial d  D means that

M 
	 N 
	P
 
 

Q
 
 

d
where Q is an Iterm This can happen only if either
P
 
 

inlP

 and

M 
	 N 
	inlP

  

M 
	P

 
 

d
or P
 
 

inrP
 
 and

M 
	 N 
	inrP
 
  

N 
	P
 
 
 

d
or P
 
 



P

 and

M 
	 N 
	

P

  



P


 
 

d
In each case since C is nontrivial by de nition 		 we have inlP

  C inlP
 
  C and


P

  C
Thus the site hLT

P  Covi is scenic and wellbehaved Consequently we can apply theorem
		 and get a general theorem for proving properties of terms of the system  

 In fact
for the structure LT

 for a property P satisfying conditions P	P by P	 and P every
variable x of type  is stubborn for every  Thus we can apply lemma 		 with the valuation
 such that x  x for every variable x since by lemma  r

 contains every stubborn term
Consequently we have the following theorem compare with theorem A of the introduction
Theorem  
 If P is a family of   terms satisfying conditions P P then P

 

for
every type  in other words every term satises the unary predicate dened by P
Proof  By lemma 	 the site hLT

P  Covi is scenic and wellbehaved By the discussion
just before stating theorem 	 the identity valuation  such that x  x for every variable x
is such that x  r

 for every x  Thus we can apply lemma 		 to any term M of type 
and to  and we have LT



M   r

 However in the present case LT



M   M  Thus
M  r

 and since r

  P

 we have M  P

 as claimed
As a corollary strong normalization and conuence can be shown see Gallier 
 for such a
treatment
We now consider the generalization of the previous treatment to the secondorder typed  
calculus  



  Syntax of the SecondOrder Typed  Calculus  
  
 
In this section we review quickly the syntax of the secondorder typed  calculus  


 This
includes a de nition of the secondorder types under consideration of raw terms or the type
checking rules for judgements and of the reduction rules For more details the reader should
consult BreazuTannen and Coquand 
 For simplicity we only consider the types   and 
 
 but
the types   and  can also be handled as in section 
Let T denote the set of secondorder types This set comprises type variables X  type constants
k and compound types     and X  It is assumed that we have a set TC of type
constants also called base types of kind  We have a countably in nite set V of type variables
denoted as upper case letters X Y Z and a countably in nite set X of term variables denoted
as lower case letters x y z We denote the set of free type variables occurring in a type  as
FTV  We use the notation  for the kind of types Since we are only considering secondorder
quanti cation over predicate symbols of kind  of arity  this is superuous However it will
occasionally be useful to consider contexts  in which type variables are explicitly present since this
makes the typechecking rules more uniform in the case of  abstraction and typed  abstraction
Thus o!cially a context  is a set fx

 

     x
n
 
n
g where x

     x
n
are term variables and


     
n
are types We let dom  fx

     x
n
g As usual we assume that the variables x
j
are pairwise distinct We also assume that x  dom in a context  x  Informally we will
also consider contexts fX

      X
m
  x

 

     x
n
 
n
g where X

     X
m
are type variables
and x

     x
n
are term variables with the two sets fX

     X
m
g and fx

     x
n
g disjoint the
variables X
i
pairwise distinct and the variables x
j
pairwise distinct We assume that X  dom
in a context  X   For the sake of brevity rather than writing typed  abstraction as  X  M 
it will be written as  XM 
It is assumed that we have a set Const of constants together with a function TypeConst   T 
such that every constant c is assigned a closed type Typec in T  The set TC of type constants
together with the set Const of constants and the function Type constitute a signature  Let us
review the de nition of raw terms
Denition   The set of raw terms is de ned inductively as follows every variable x  X is a
raw term every constant c  Const is a raw terms and if MN are raw terms and   are types
then MN M  x M  and  XM  are raw terms
We let FV M denote the set of free termvariables inM  Raw terms may contain free variables
and may not typecheck for example xx In order to de ne which raw terms typecheck we
consider expressions of the form  M   called judgements  where  is a context in which all the
free term variables in M are declared A term M typechecks with type  in the context  i the
judgement  M   is provable using axioms and rules summarized in the following de nition
Denition   The judgements of the polymorphic typed  calculus  


are de ned by the
following rules
  x  when x   
  cTypec when c is a constant
 x  M  
   x M   
abstraction

 M       N  
  MN 
application
 X   M  
   XM X 
 intro
provided that X 
S
x	

FTV 
 M  X 
  M 
X 
 elim
The reason why we do not o!cially consider that a context contains type variables is that
in the rule  elim the type  could contain type variables not declared in  and it would be
necessary to have a weakening rule to add new type variables to a context or some other mechanism
to add new type variables to a context As long as we do not deal with dependent types this
technical annoyance is most simply circumvented by assuming that type variables are not included
in contexts
Denition   The reduction rules of the system  


are listed below
 x MN  M 
Nx
 XM  M 
X 
The reduction relation de ned by the rules of de nition 	 is denoted as  

 From now on
when we refer to a  term we mean a  term that typechecks We let 
h 
i
denote the set of
judgements of the form  M  
  PreApplicative Structures for  
  
 
In this section the de nition of a preapplicative structure given in section  is generalized to
 


 For simplicity only preapplicative 
structures are de ned Preapplicative 
structures
and extensional preapplicative 
structures are de ned in an appendix see section 	 The types
  and  can easily be handled as in section  but for simplicity we only deal with the
types   and 
 
 Since we are dealing with type variables in order to interpret the types we
 rst need to de ne the notion of an algebra of polymorphic types We also need to de ne the
notion of a dependent product see de nition 	 in order to curry the map tapp

A

T  
 
A
s

sT

Denition   An algebra of polymorphic types is a tuple
hT  
T 	 T  i
where T is a nonempty set of types   T  T   T is a binary operation on T  
T 	 T  is a
nonempty set of functions from T to T  and  is a function  
T 	 T   T 

We hope that readers will forgive us for denoting an algebra of types hT  
T 	 T  i with
the same symbol T  Intuitively given a valuation V   T  a type   T will be interpreted as an
element 

 of T 
Given an indexed family of sets A
i

iI
 we let
Q
A
i

iI
be the product of the family A
i

iI

and
 
A
i

iI
be the coproduct or disjoint sum of the family A
i

iI
 The disjoint sum
 
A
i

iI
is the set
S
fha ii j a  A
i
g
iI
 If the sets A
i
are preorders then
Q
A
i

iI
is a preorder under the
product preorder where a
i

iI
 b
i

iI
i a
i

i
b
i
for all i  I  and
 
A
i

iI
is a preorder under
the disjoint sum preorder where ha ii  hb ji i i  j and a 
i
b
Before de ning a preapplicative structure we need to de ne the notion of a dependent product
Denition   Given an algebra of types T  and a T indexed family of preorders hA
s
 
s
i for ev
ery function   
T 	 T  the dependent product
Q

A
s

sT
is the cartesian product
Q
A
t

tT

which is also described explicitly as the set of functions in 
 
A
s

sT

T
de ned as follows
Y

A
s

sT
 ff T  
a
A
s

sT
j ft  A
t
 for all t  Tg
The set
Q

A
s

sT
is given the preorder 

de ned such that f 

g i ft 
t
gt for every
t  T 
Given two preordered sets hA
s
 
s
i and hA
t
 
t
i we let 
A
s
	 A
t
 be the set of monotonic
functions wrt 
s
and 
t
 under the pointwise preorder induced by 
t
de ned such that f  g
i fa 
t
ga for all a  A
s

We are now ready to de ne the semantic structures used in this paper
Denition   Given an algebra of types T  a pre applicative 
 structure is a structure
A  hA  fun abst tfun tabsti
where
A  A
s

sT
is a family of sets possibly empty called carriers 

s

sT
is a family of preorders each 
s
on A
s

abst
st
 
A
s
	 A
t
   A
st
 a family of partial operators
fun
st
A
st
  
A
s
	 A
t
 a family of total operators
tabst


Q

A
s

sT
  A

 a family of partial operators for every   
T 	 T 
tfun
st
A

 
Q

A
s

sT
 a family of total operators for every   
T 	 T 
It is assumed that fun abst tfun and tabst are monotonic Furthermore the following
conditions are satis ed
	 For all s t  T  if A
s
  and A
t
  then A
st
  and fun
st
abst
st
	 
 	 whenever
abst
st
	 is de ned for 	  
A
s
	 A
t

 If A
t
  for every t  T  then A

  and tfun

tabst

	 
 	 whenever
tabst

	 is de ned for 	 
Q

A
s

sT

	
The operators fun induce total operators
app
st
A
st
A
s
  A
t
 such that for every f  A
st
and every a  A
s

app
st
f a  fun
st
fa
Then condition 	 can be written as
	 app
st
abst
st
	 a 
 	a for every a  A
s
 for 	  
A
s
	 A
t
 whenever abst
st
	 is
de ned
The operators tfun induce total operators
tapp

A

 T  
 
A
s

sT
 such that for every t  T 
tapp

f t  tfun

ft
Then condition  can be written as
 tapp

tabst

	 s 
 	s for every s  T  whenever tabst

	 is de ned for 	 
Q

A
s

sT

We say that a preapplicative 
structure is an applicative 
 structure i in conditions 	

 is replaced by the identity relation 
We will omit superscripts whenever possible Intuitively A is a set of realizers It is shown in
section 	 how the term model can be viewed as a preapplicative 
structure see de nition 	
When A is an applicative 
structure then in de nition 	 conditions 	 amounts to
	 fun
st
 abst
st
 id on the domain of de nition of abst
 tfun

 tabst

 id on the domain of de nition of tabst
In this case abst is injective and fun is surjective on the domain of de nition of abst and
left inverse to abst tabst is injective and tfun is surjective on the domain of de nition of tabst
and left inverse to tabst
When we use a preapplicative 
structure to interpret  terms we assume that the domains
of abst and tabst are su!ciently large but we have not elucidated this last condition yet Given
M  A
st
and N  A
s
 appMN is also denoted as MN  and tappM t as Mt
  PCover Algebras and PSheaves for  
  
 
In this section we basically repeat the de nitions for covers and sheaves given in section  except
that we are dealing with a more general notion of preapplicative structure since we also have an
algebra of types T  As in section  we de ne all the necessary concepts in terms of preorders
referring the interested reader to MacLane and Moerdijk 
	 for a general treatment First we
need some preliminary de nitions before de ning the crucial notion of a cover From now on unless
speci ed otherwise it is assumed that we are dealing with preapplicative 
structures and thus
we will omit the pre x 


Denition 	  Given an algebra of types T and a preapplicative structure A for any M  A
s

a sieve on M is any subset C  A
s
such that N  M for every N  C and whenever N  C
and Q  N  then Q  C In other words a sieve on M is downwards closed and below M it is
an ideal below M The sieve fN j N  Mg is called the maximal or principal sieve on M  A
covering family on a preapplicative structure A is a family Cov of binary relations Cov
s
on 
A
s
A
s

relating subsets of A
s
called covers  to elements of A
s
 Equivalently Cov can be de ned as a family
of functions Cov
s
A
s
  
 
A
s
assigning to every element M  A
s
a set CovM of subsets of A
s
the
covers of M Given any M  A
s
 the empty cover  and the principal sieve fN j N Mg are the
trivial covers We let trivM denote the set consisting of the two trivial covers of M  A cover
which is not trivial is called nontrivial 
In the rest of this paper we will consider binary relations P  AT  such that PM s implies
M  A
s
 and for every s  T  if A
s
  then there is some M  A
s
st PM s Equivalently P
can be viewed as a family P  P
s

sT
 where each P
s
is a nonempty subset of A
s
unless A
s
 
The intuition behind P is that it is a property of realizers For simplicity we de ne the covering
conditions only for the types   and 
 
but the types   and  can also be handled This
treatment can be readily adapted from sections  	 and 		
Denition 	  Given an algebra of types T  let A be a preapplicative structure and let P be a
family P  P
s

sT
 where each P
s
is a nonempty subset of A
s
unless A
s
  A P cover algebra
or P Grothendieck topology on A is a family Cov of binary relations Cov
s
on 
A
s
 A
s
satisfying
the following properties
 Cov
s
CM implies M  P
s
equivalently PM s
	 If CovCM then C is a sieve on M an ideal below M
 If M  P
s
 then CovfN j N MgM M  P
s
is covered by the principal sieve on M
 If CovM  trivM then CovMN  trivMN and if CovCM and CovDMN
with C and D nontrivial then for every Q  D there is some M

 C such that Q M

N 
 If CovM  trivM then CovMs  trivMs where s  T  and if CovCM and
CovDMs with C and D nontrivial then for every Q  D there is some M

 C such
that Q M

s
A triple hAP  Covi where A is preapplicative structure P is a property on A and Cov is a
PGrothendieck topology is called a P site
Condition  is needed to restrict attention to elements having the property P  Covers
only matter for these elements Conditions 	 are the conditions for a set of sieves to be
a Grothendieck topology in the case where the base category is a preorder hAi Conditions
 are needed to take care of the extra structure
Conditions  and  have been omitted since they are only needed for the treatment of the
sum type  or the existential type Also it is not necessary to assume that covers are ideals
downwards closed but this is not harmful

Denition 	  We say that M  A
s
is simple i CovCM for at least two distinct covers C
We say that M  A
s
is stubborn i CovM  f fQ j Q  Mgg thus every stubborn element is
simple We say that a Psite hAP  Covi is scenic i all elements of the form appMN orMN
or tappM s or Ms are simple
From now on we only consider scenic Psites In order for our realizability theorem to hold
realizers will have to satisfy properties analogous to the properties P	P
Denition 	  Given an algebra of types T  let hAP  Covi be a Psite Properties P	P
are de ned as follows
P	 PM s for some stubborn element M  A
s

P If PM s and M 
 N  then PN s
Pa If Cov
st
CM PN s and PM

N t whenever M

 C then PMN t
Pb If Cov

CM s  T  and PM

s s whenever M

 C then PMs s
From now on we only consider relations families P satisfying conditions P	P of de nition
	 The sheaf property is de ned as in section  except that a more general notion of pre
applicative structure is involved
Denition 	 	 Given an algebra of types T  let hAP  Covi be a Psite A function SA   
T
has the sheaf property or is a P sheaf  i it satis es the following conditions
S	 If s  SM then M  P
s

S If s  SM and M 
 N  then s  SN
S If Cov
s
CM and s  SN for every N  C then s  SM
A function SA   
T
as in de nition 	 can also be viewed as a family S  S
s

sT
 where
S
s
 fM  A j s  SMg Then the sets S
s
are called P candidates  The conditions of de nition
	 are then stated as follows
S	 S
s
 P
s

S If M  S
s
and M 
 N  then N  S
s

S If Cov
s
CM and C  S
s
 then M  S
s

This second set of conditions is slightly more convenient for proving our results
Note that S and P	 imply that S
s
is nonempty and contains all stubborn elements in P
s
unless A
s
  By Pa if M  P
st
is stubborn and N  P
s
is any element then MN  P
t

FurthermoreMN is also stubborn This follows from property  of a cover Thus if M  P
st
is
stubborn and N  P
s
is any element then MN  P
t
is stubborn Similarly by Pb and property
 of a cover if M  P

is stubborn and s  T  then Ms  P
s
is stubborn

Denition 	 
 Given an algebra of types T and a Psite hAP  Covi we let SheafA P denote
the sets of all Psheaves on hAP  Covi and
SheafA P
s
 fS
s
j S
s
 S for some sheaf S  S
s

sT
 SheafA Pg
Since P itself is a Psheaf the set SheafA P is nonempty The fact that de nition 	 is
indeed a sheaf condition is shown exactly as in section  except that a functor F is a P sheaf i
it is a sheaf and for every a  A F a  T and s  F a implies that a  P
s

  PRealizability For  
  
 
In this section we de ne a semantic notion of realizability This notion is such that realizers are
elements of some preapplicative structure Since types can contain type variables we  rst need to
de ne an interpretation of the types In order to de ne the set of realizers of a secondorder type
X  we need to de ne sheafvaluations see de nition 	
Denition 
  Given an algebra of polymorphic types T  it is assumed that we have a function
TI TC   T assigning an element TIk  T to every type constant k  TC  A type valuation is
a function V   T  Given a type valuation  every type   T is interpreted as an element 


of T as follows


X   X where X is a type variable


k  TIk where k is a type constant


      

  

 


X   t  T 


X   t
In the above de nition t  T 


X   t denotes the function  from T to T such that
 t  


X   t for every t  T  We say that T is a type interpretation i   
T   T  for
every type  and every valuation 
In other words T is a type interpretation i 

 is wellde ned for every valuation  The
following lemmas will be needed later
Lemma 
  For every type   T  and every pair of type valuations 

and 
 
 if 

X  
 
X
for all X  FTV  then 



 


 

Proof  A straightforward induction on 
Lemma 
  Given a type interpretation T  for all    T  for every type valuation  we have



X   


X   

 

Proof  The proof is by induction on  The case where   X is trivial since then X 
X    
and


X 
X   

   
X   

 X  

 
The induction steps are straightforward and we only treat the case where   Y 

 In this case


Y 


X   t  T 




X 
Y   t
where the bound variable Y is renamed in a suitable fashion if necessary and where t 
T 




X 
Y   t denotes the function  from T to T such that  t  




X 
Y   t
for every t  T  By the induction hypothesis we have
 t  




X 
Y   t  




X   

  Y   t
Then since


Y 


X   

   t  T 




X   

  Y   t
we have


Y 


X   

Y 


X   

 
The next de nition can be viewed as a semantic version of Girards candidats de r$eductibilit$e
see Girard 
 Gallier 

Denition 
  Given a type interpretation T and a preapplicative structure A a sheaf valuation
is a pair   h i where V   T is a type valuation and V  
S
SheafA P is a function
called a candidate assignment  such that
X  S
X
 where S
X
 SheafA P
X
 for some Psheaf S  S
s

sT
 SheafA P
for every X  V 
Given   h i for any s  T and any S  SheafA P
s
 for some scomponent S  S
s
of some Psheaf S  S
s

sT
 SheafA P we let 
X   hs Si  h
X   s 
X   Si be
the sheafvaluation such that 
X   sY   Y  for every Y  X and 
X   sX  s and

X   SY   Y  for all Y  X  and 
X   SX  S
The notion of P realizability is de ned as follows
Denition 
 	 Given an algebra of types T  let hAP  Covi be a Psite For every sheafvaluation
  h i the family r


T
 where for every   T  r

 is the set of realizers of  is
de ned as follows
r

k  P
k
 k a constant type
r

X   X X a type variable
r

      fM j M  P
 
 and for all N  if N  r

 then MN  r

 g
r

X   fM j M  P
X 
 and for every s  T  every S  SheafA P
s

Ms  r


X   hs Sig

The following lemmas will be needed later
Lemma 
 
 For every type   T  every pair of sheaf valuations 

 h

 

i and 
 
 h
 
 
 
i
if 

X  
 
X and 

X  
 
X for all X  FTV  then r



 r


 

Proof  A straightforward induction on  and using lemma 	
Lemma 
  Given a type interpretation T and a P site hAP  Covi for all    T  for every
sheaf valuation   h i we have
r


X  r


X  h

  r

 i
Proof  The proof is by induction on  We only consider the case where where   Y 

 the
other cases being straightforward By de nition 	 we have
r

Y 


X   fM j M  P
Y 
 
X	 
 and for every s  T  every S  SheafA P
s

Ms  r




X 
Y   hs Sig
By lemma 	 we have


Y 


X   

Y 


X   

 
and by the induction hypothesis we have
r




X 
Y   hs Si  r




Y   hs Si X   h

  r

 i
However by de nition
r

Y 


X   h

  r

 i  fM j M  P
Y 
 
X 	 
 and for every s  T
every S  SheafA P
s

Ms  r




X   h

  r

 i Y   hs Sig
and so we have
r

Y 


X  r

Y 


X   h

  r

 i
The following lemma shows that the notion of a Psheaf is an inductive invariant In Gallier

 this is the lemma we call  Girards trick

Lemma 
  Given a scenic P site hAP  Covi for every sheaf valuation  if P satises con 
ditions P P then the family r


T
is a P sheaf and if A

  then each r


contains all stubborn elements in P


Proof  We proceed by induction on types If  is a base type r

  P

 and obviously
every stubborn element in P

is in r

 Since r

  P

 S	 is trivial S follows
from P and S is also trivial If   X is a type variable then r

  X and since
X  S
X
 where S
X
 SheafA P
X
 S	 S and S hold The fact that every
stubborn element in P
X
is in S
X
follows from P	 and S as we already noted earlier

Of course this is unfair Girard has many tricks

We now consider the induction step
S	
	 Type      By the de nition of r

    S	 is trivial
 Type X  By the de nition of r

X  S	 is trivial
S
	 Type     
Let M  r

     and assume that M 
 M

 Since M  P
 
by S	 we have
M

 P
 
by P For any N  r

 since M  r

    we have MN  r

  and since
M 
M

 by monotonicity of app we have MN 
M

N  Then applying the induction hypothesis
at type   S holds for r

  and thus M

N  r

  Thus we have shown that M

 P
 
and that if N  r

 then M

N  r

  By the de nition of r

     this shows that
M

 r

     and S holds at type     
 Type X 
Let M  r

X  and assume that M 
 M

 Since M  P
X 
 by S	 we have
M

 P
X 
 For every s  T and every S  SheafA P
s
 since M  r

X  we have
Ms  r


X   hs Si and since M 
M

 by monotonicity of tapp we have Ms 
M

s Then
applying the induction hypothesis to  and 
X   hs Si S holds for r


X   hs Si and
thus M

s  r


X  hs Si By the de nition of r

X  this show that M

 r

X 
S
	 Type     
Assume that Cov
 
CM and that M

 r

     for every M

 C where M is simple
Recall that by condition  of de nition 	 Cov
 
CM implies that M  P
 
 We
prove that for every N  if N  r

 then MN  r

  First we prove that MN  P
 
 and
for this we use P
First assume thatM  P
 
is stubborn and let N be in r

 By S	 N  P

 By the
induction hypothesis all stubborn elements in P
 
are in r

  Since we showed thatMN  P
 
is stubborn whenever M  P
 
is stubborn and N  P
 
 we have M  r

    
Now consider M  P
 
non stubborn If M

 C then by assumption M

 r

    
and for any N  r

 we have M

N  r

  Since by S	 N  P

and M

N  P
 
 by
Pa we have MN  P
 
 Now there are two cases
If  is a base type then r

   P
 
and MN  r

 
If  is not a base type then MN is simple since the site is scenic Thus we prove that
MN  r

  using S which by induction holds at type  Assume that Cov
 
DMN for
any cover D of MN  If MN is stubborn then by the induction hypothesis we have MN  r

 
Otherwise since Cov
 
CM and C and D are nontrivial for every Q  D by condition  of
de nition 	 there is some M

 C such that Q M

N  Since by assumption M

 r

    
whenever M

 C and N  r

 we conclude that M

N  r

  By the induction hypothesis
applied at type   by S we have Q  r

  and by S we have MN  r

 

Since M  P
 
and MN  r

  whenever N  r

 we conclude that M  r

    
 Type X 
Assume that Cov
X 
CM and thatM

 r

X for every M

 C where M is simple
Recall that by condition  of de nition 	 Cov
X 
CM implies that M  P
X 
 We
prove that for every s  T and every S  SheafA P
s
 we have Ms  r


X   hs Si First
we prove that Ms  P
X	s
 and for this we use P
First assume that M  P
X
is stubborn and let s  T  By the induction hypothesis
all stubborn elements in P
X	s
are in r


X   hs Si Recall that we have shown that
Ms  P
s
is stubborn whenever M  P

is stubborn Considering the function  such that
 s  


X   s for every s  T  since we know that 

X    then Ms  P
X	s
is
stubborn whenever M  P
X 
is stubborn and we have M  r

X 
Now consider M  P
X
non stubborn If M

 C then by assumption M

 r

X 
and for every s  T and every S  SheafA P
s
 we have M

s  r


X   hs Si Since by
S	 M

s  P
X	s
 by Pb we have Ms  P
X 	s
 where Pb is applied to the function
 such that  s  


X   s for every s  T  For such a   we have 

X     Now
there are two cases
If  is a base type then r


X   hs Si  P
X	s
 and Ms  r


X  hs Si
If  is not a base type then Ms is simple since the site is scenic Thus we prove that Ms 
r


X   hs Si using S which by induction holds for  Assume that Cov
X	s
DMs
for any cover D of Ms If Ms is stubborn then by the induction hypothesis we have Ms 
r


X   hs Si Otherwise since Cov
X 
CM and C and D are nontrivial for every
Q  D by condition  of de nition 	 there is some M

 C such that Q  M

s Since by
assumption M

 r

X  whenever M

 C we conclude that M

s  r


X  hs Si By
the induction hypothesis applied at type  by S we have Q  r


X   hs Si and by S
we have Ms  r


X   hs Si
We will now need to relate  terms and realizers
  Interpreting  
  
 
in PreApplicative Structures
We show how judgements  M   are interpreted in preapplicative structures For this we de ne
valuations
Denition   Given a type interpretation T  given a preapplicative structure A a valuation
is a pair   h i where V   T is a type valuation and X  
S
A
t

tT
is a partial function
called an environment 
Given   h i for any s  T and a  A
s
we let 
X   s x  a  h
X   s 
x  ai
be the valuation such that 
X   sY   Y  for every Y  X and 
X   sX  s and

x  ay  y for all y  x and 
x  ax  a
Given a context  we say that  satises  written as  j  where   h i i
x  A

for every x   

Note that if  satis es a context  this implies that A

  for every x    Also
conditions 	 of de nition 	 imply that the following conditions hold
For all types    T  if A

  and A
 
  then A
 
  and if A
	X
  for
every   T  then A
X 
 
We are now ready to interpret  terms
Denition   Given a type interpretation T and a preapplicative structure A let AI Const  
A be a function assigning an element AIc of A
TITypec
to every constant c  Const For every
valuation   h i and every context  if  j  we de ne the interpretation or meaning
A

 M   of a judgement  M   inductively as follows
A

  x  x
A

  cTypec  AIc
A

 MN    app
  
A

 M     A

 M  
A

   x M       abst
  
	
where 	 is the function de ned such that
	a  A

 x  M   
x  a for every a  A

A

 M  
X  tapp

A

 M  X  

 
where  is the function such that  s  


X   s for every s  T
A

   XM  X   tabst

	
where 	 is the function de ned such that
	s  A

 X    M  
X  s for every s  T  and where  is the function such that
 s  


X   s for every s  T 
We are assuming that the domains of abst and tabst are su!ciently large for the above de ni
tions to be wellde ned for all  and  M   In this case we say that A is a pre interpretation
The following lemma will be needed later
Lemma   For every pair of contexts 

and 
 
 for every pair of valuations 

 h

 

i and

 
 h
 
 
 
i for every pair of judgements 

 M   and 
 
 M   if 

j 

and 
 
j 
 



x  
 
x for all x  FV M 

X  
 
X for all X 
S
FTV 
x	

 FTV M and


x  
 
x for all x  FV M then
A



M  

 A


 
M  
 

Proof  A straightforward induction on typing derivations and using lemma 	
Let us give an important example of a preapplicative structure First we review the notion
of a substitution
Denition   A substitution 	 is a function 	V  X   T  Terms such that 	X  T
if X  V  	x  Terms if x  X  and 	x  x only for  nitely many variables We let
dom	  fx  V X j 	x  xg We say that 	 is a type substitution if dom	  V  Given two
contexts  and % we say that 	 satises  at % denoted as %  
	 i %  	x 
	 for every
x   

The following de nition shows how the term model can be viewed as a preapplicative 

structure
Denition  	 The algebra of secondorder types T is de ned as follows
T  fh i j   T   a contextg  ferrorg
The operation   is de ned as follows
a  b  h    i i a  h i b  h %i and   % otherwise error
We let A
error
  and A
h 
i
be the set of all provable typing judgements of the form M  
We denote A
h 
i
as A



 For 
T 	 T  we take the set of all functions  such that h i  
h
X  i where    T are any types and X is any  xed variable that does not occur in 
and with error   error Then    hX  i

A type valuation is a function V   T  such that X  h
X
 
X
i or X  error for
every X  V  and such that the function X   
X
de nes an in nite type substitution that we
denote as 
 Then for any type   T  by the de nition of the operation   either 

  error
or 

  h
 %i for some context % A valuation   h i consists of a type valuation 
and of a partial function X  
S
A
s

sT
 As noted just after de nition 		 the conditions on 
require that there is some single % such that X  h
X
 %i i A

X

  for every X  V  and
c  h
c
 %i i A

c

  for every type constant c

Indeed if X

  h

 %

i X
 
  h
 
 %
 
i A

 

 
  A




  X

 X
 
 and %

 %
 

since h

 %

i   h
 
 %
 
i  error and A
error
  the condition on  would be violated Thus
 is a partial function such that x is of the form x  % M
x
 
x
 when it is de ned where %
is uniquely determined by 
Given a context  according to de nition 		 a valuation   h i satis es   j  i
for every x
i
 
i
  we have x
i
  A

i


 for the  xed context % determined by  as explained
above This means that x
i
  % M
i
 
i

 for some M
i
 A valuation   h i such that  j 
de nes a substitution 
X   Terms such that 
x  M
x
 where x  % M
x
 
 for every
x   
Thus the restriction of  to  de nes a substitution 	 as follows 	x  
x for every
x  dom and 	X  
X for every X 
S


FTV  Also  j  is just the condition
%  
	 of de nition 	 where % is the context uniquely determined by 
De ne   N      M   i M
 
 

N  Finally we need to de ne fun abst tfun and
tabst
We de ne fun M     as the function 
 M       from A



to A



 such that

 M        N     MN  
for every   N    A




We de ne tfun M  X  as the function 
 M  X  from T to
 
A




T
 such that

 M  X    M  
X 

The choice of X is irrelevant as long as X does not occur in  since X is bound in  X  

A
 

  when there is no provable judgement  M   for any M 
	
for every   T  In this case the  in tfun

is the function from T to T induced by  such that
   
X  for every   T 
For every pair of contexts  % for every substitution 	 such that %   x 
	 for every
judgement  x  M    consider the function 	
 x  M   

from A



to A
 


 de ned such
that
	
 x  M   

%  N  
	  % M 
	
x N   
	
for every % N  
	  A



 Given any such function 	
 x  M   

 we let
abst	
 x  M   

  %   x M
	 
	   
	
For every pair of contexts  % for every substitution 	 such that %   X  
	 for every
judgement  X    M   consider the function 	
 X    M  

from T to
 
A



T
 de ned
such that
	
 X   M  

  % M 
	
X     
	
X   
for every   T 
Given any such function 	
 X   M  

 we let
tabst	
 X   M  

  %   XM
	 X 
	
The preapplicative 
structure just de ned is denoted as LT


It is clear that 	
 x  M   

is in 
A


	 A
 



 Let us verify that
funabst	
 x  M   

 
 	
 x  M   


Since
funabst	
 x  M   

  fun%   x M
	 
	   
	
fun%   x M
	 
	   
	  
%   x M
	 
	   
	

%   x M
	 
	   
	%  N  
	  %   x M
	N   
	
	
 x  M   

%  N  
	  % M 
	
x N   
	
and
 x M
	N  

M 
	
x N 
the inequality holds Indeed  x M
	 is equivalent to  y M 
yx
	 for any variable y
such that y  dom	 and y  	z for every z  dom	 and for such a y  y M 
yx
	 
 y 
	M 
yx
	 Then for this choice of y
 y 
	M 
yx
	N  

M 
yx
	
Ny  M 
	
x N 
Regarding the de nition of tabst letting  be the function from T to T induced by  such
that    
X  for every   T  it is clear that 	
 X    M  

is in
Q

A
s


sT
 Let us
now verify that
tfuntabst	
 X   M  

 
 	
 X   M  



Since
tfuntabst	
 X   M  

  tfun%   XM
	 X
	
tfun%   XM
	 X 
	  
%   XM
	 X
	

%   XM
	 X 
	  %   XM
	  
	
X
	
 X   M  

  % M 
	
X     
	
X   

	
X   
	
X    
by a suitable renaming on X and
 XM
	  

M 
	
X    
the inequality holds the details of the veri cation using renaming are similar to the previous
case
The other conditions of de nition 	 are easily veri ed
As we already observed a valuation   h i for the preapplicative structure LT

 is char
acterized by a single context % such that X  h
X
 %i i A

X

  and c  h
c
 %i
i A

c

  for every type constant and  is a partial function such that x is of the form
x  %  M
x
 
x
 when it is de ned Also given a context  a valuation   h i satis es 
 j  i %  
	 Then by a simple induction on the typing derivation for   M   we can
show that for any valuation   h i such that  j  then
LT



 M   % M 
	 
	
where % is uniquely determined by  and where 	 is the substitution de ned by the restriction of
  h i to  as explained at the beginning of de nition 	
  The Realizability Theorem for  
  
 
In this section we prove the realizability lemma lemma 	 for  


 and its main corollary
theorem 	 First we need some conditions relating the behavior of a meaning function and
covering conditions We will also need semantic conditions analogous to the conditions PP
Denition   We say that a site hAP  Covi is well behaved i the following conditions hold
	 For any a  A
s
 any 	  
A
s
	 A
t
 if abst	 exists Cov
t
C appabst	 a and C is a
nontrivial cover then c  	a for every c  C
 For any s  T  any 	 
Q

A
s

sT
 if tabst	 exists Cov
s
C tapptabst	 s and
C is a nontrivial cover then c  	s for every c  C
In view of de nition 	 de nition 		 implies the following condition

Denition  
	 For any a  A

 if Cov
 
C appA

   x  M      a and C is a nontrivial
cover then c  A

 x  M   
x  a for every c  C
 For any s  T  if Cov
X	s
C tappA

 XM  X s and C is a nontrivial cover
then c  A

 X   M  
X  s for every c  C
For the proof of the next lemma we need to add two new conditions P and P to P	P
Denition   Given a wellbehaved site hAP  Covi properties P and P are de ned as
follows
Pa For every a  A
s
 if 	a  P
t
 where 	  
A
s
	 A
t
 and abst	 exists then abst	 
P
st

Pb For every s  T  if 	s  P
s
 where 	 
Q

A
s

sT
and tabst	 exists then
tabst	  P


Pa If a  P
s
and 	a  P
t
 where 	  
A
s
	 A
t
 and abst	 exists then appabst	 a  P
t

Pb If s  T and 	s  P
s
 where 	 
Q

A
s

sT
and tabst	 exists
then tapptabst	 s  P
s

In view of de nition 	 de nition 	 implies the following conditions
Denition  
Pa If A

 x  M     P
 
 then A

   x M      P
 

Pb If A

 X   M    P

 then A

   XM  X   P
X 

Pa If a  P

and A

 x  M   
x  a  P
 
 then appA

   x M     a 
P
 

Pb If s  T and A

 X  M  
X  s  P
X	s
 then tappA

   XM  X s 
P
X	s

Lemma  	 Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi and a family P satisfying conditions
P P for every sheaf valuation   h i and every valuation   h i sharing the same type
valuation  for every context  if  j  then the following properties hold	  If y  r


for every y    x  if for every a a  r

 implies A

 x   M   
x  a  r

  then
A

   x M      r

    

 If A

 X    M  
X  s  r


X   hs Si for every s  T and every S 
SheafA P
s
 then A

   XM  X   r

X 
Proof  	 We prove that A

   x M       P
 
 and that for every every a if
a  r

 then appA

   x M      a  r

  We will need the fact that the sets of
the form r

 have the properties S	S but this follows from lemma 	 since P	P
hold First we prove that A

   x M      P
 


Since y  r

 for every y    x  letting a  x by the assumption of lemma 	
A

 x   M     r

  Then by S	 we have A

 x   M     P
 
 and by Pa we
have A

   x M      P
 

Next we prove that for every every a if a  r

 then appA

   x  M      a 
r

  Assume that a  r

 Then by the assumption of lemma 	 A

 x   M   
x 
a  r

  Thus by S	 we have a  P

and A

 x   M   
x  a  P
 
 By Pa we
have appA

   x M     a  P
 
 Now there are two cases
If  is a base type then r

   P
 
 Since appA

  x M     a  P
 
 we have
appA

   x M     a  r

 
If  is not a base type then appA

 x M     a is simple since the site is scenic
Thus we prove that appA

   x  M      a  r

  using S By lemma 	 the
case where appA

   x M     a is stubborn is trivial
Otherwise assume that Cov
 
C appA

   x  M      a where C is a nontrivial
cover By condition 	 of de nition 	 c  A

 x  M   
x  a for every c  C and since
by assumption A

 x   M   
x  a  r

  by S we have c  r

  Since c  r

 
whenever c  C by S we have appA

   x M      a  r

 
 We prove that A

   X M  X   P
X 
 and that for every s  T and every
S  SheafA P
s
 tappA

   X M  X  s  r


X   hs Si By lemma 	 since
P	P hold the sets of the form r


X   hs Si have the properties S	S First we
prove that A

   XM  X   P
X

By the assumption of lemma 	 A

 X    M    r


X   hs Si for every s  T
and every S  SheafA P
s
 In particular this holds for s  X and S  X and we have
A

 X   M    r

 Then by S	 we have A

 X   M    P

 and by Pb we
have A

   XM  X   P
X 

Next we prove that tappA

   X M  X  s  r


X   hs Si for every s  T
and every S  SheafA P
s
 By the assumption of lemma 	 A

 X    M  
X  s 
r


X   hs Si Thus by S	 we have A

 X   M  
X  s  P
X	s
 By Pb we
have tappA

   XM  X  s  P
X 	s
 Now there are two cases
If  is a base type then r


X   hs Si  P
X	s
 Since tappA

 XM  X s 
P
X	s
 we have tappA

   XM  X  s  r


X   hs Si
If  is not a base type then tappA

   X M  X  s is simple since the site is scenic
Thus we prove that tappA

   X M  X  s  r


X   hs Si using S The case
where tappA

   XM  X  s is stubborn is trivial
Otherwise assume that Cov
X 	s
C tappA

 XM  X s where C is a nontrivial
cover By condition  of de nition 	 c  A

 X    M  
X  s for every c  C and
since by assumption A

 X    M  
X  s  r


X   hs Si by S we have c 
r


X   hs Si Since c  r


X   hs Si whenever c  C we deduce using S that we
have tappA

   XM  X  s  r


X   hs Si
We now prove the main realizability lemma for  




Lemma  
 Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi and a family P satisfying conditions
P P for every sheaf valuation   h i and every valuation   h i sharing the same
type valuation  for every context  if  j  and y  r

 for every y    then for every
 M   we have A

 M    r


Proof  We proceed by induction on the derivation of   M   If M is a variable x then
A

  x   x  r

 by the assumption on 
If M  M

N

 where  M

    and   N

  by the induction hypothesis
A

 M

     r

     and A

  N

   r


By the de nition of r

     we get appA

  M

    A

  N

   r

  ie
A

  M

N

    r

  by de nition 	
If M   x  M

 where    x  M

     consider any a  r

 and any valuation 
such that y  r

 for every y    Note that by S and P	 r

 is indeed nonempty
Thus the valuation 
x  a has the property that 
x  ay  r

 for every y    x 
Applying the induction hypothesis to  x  M

  and to the valuations  and 
x  a we have
A

 x  M

  
x  a  r

 
Since this holds for every a  r

 by lemma 	 	 A

   x M

     r

   
If M  M

  where  M

  
X  and  M

 X  by the induction hypothesis
A

 M

 X   r

X 
By the de nition of r

X  letting s  

  and S  r

  we get
tappA

 M

 X  

   r


X   hs Si
However by lemma 	 we have
r


X  r


X  h

  r

 i
which is just
r


X  r


X   hs Si
since s  

  and S  r

  and thus by de nition 	 we have A

  M

 
X  
r


X 
If M   X M

 where    X M

 X  consider any arbitrary s  T and any arbitrary
S  SheafA P
s
 Since X  dom by lemma 	 we have r

  r


X   hs Si for
every y    X   Thus we can apply the induction hypothesis to  X    M

  and to the
valuations 
X   hs Si and  and we have
A

 X   M

   r


X   hs Si
Since the above holds for every s  T and every S  SheafA P
s
 by lemma 	  we have
A

   XM

 X   r

X 
If M is a closed term of type  lemma 	 implies that A

M   is independent of  and
thus we denote it as A

M   We obtain the following important theorem for  




Theorem   Given a well behaved scenic site hAP  Covi and a family P satisfying conditions
P P for every judgement  M   where M is closed we have A

M    P

 in other
words the realizer A

M   satises the unary predicate dened by P ie every provable type is
realizable
Proof  Apply lemma 	 to the judgement M   to any sheaf valuation   h i such that
X  P
X
for every X  V  and to any valuation 
 	 Applications to the System  
  
 
This section shows that theorem 	 can be used to prove a general theorem about terms of the
system  


 As a corollary it can be shown that all terms of  


are strongly normalizing and
conuent
In order to apply theorem 	 we de ne a notion of cover for the site A whose underlying
preapplicative structure is the structure LT

of de nition 	
Denition   An I term is a term of the form either  x  M or  XM  A simple term or
neutral term is a term that is not an Iterm Thus a simple term is either a variable x a constant
c an application MN  or a type application M  A term M is stubborn i it is simple and either
M is irreducible or M

is a simple term whenever M

 

M

equivalently M

is not an Iterm
We de ne a cover algebra on the structure LT

as follows Let P be a unary property of
typed secondorder  terms
Denition   The cover algebra Cov is de ned as follows
	 If  M    P
h 
i
and M is an Iterm then
Cov M    ff  N   j M
 
 

Ngg
 If  M    P
h 
i
and M is a simple and stubborn term then
Cov M    f f  N   j M
 
 

Ngg
 If  M    P
h 
i
and M is a simple and nonstubborn term then
Cov M    ff  N   j M
 
 

Ng f  N   j M

 

Q
 
 

N for some Iterm Qgg
Recall from de nition 	 that M is simple i it has at least two distinct covers Thus
de nition 	 implies that a term is simple in the sense of de nition 		 i it is simple in the
sense of de nition 	 Similarly a term is stubborn in the sense of de nition 		 i it is stubborn
in the sense of de nition 	 Also de nition 		 implies that LT

is scenic
Properties P	P are listed below

Denition   Properties P	P are de ned as follows
P	  x   x   P
h 
i
   c   P
h 
i
 for every variable x and constant c such that
Typec  
P If  M    P
h 
i
and M  

N  then   N    P
h 
i

If M is simple then
Pa If   M       P
h 
i
   N    P
h 
i
    x  M

N    P
h 
i
whenever
M

 

 x M

 then  MN    P
h 
i

Pb If  M  X   P
hX  
i
   T     XM

  
X   P
h	X  
i
whenever M

 

 XM

 then  M  
X   P
h	X 
i

A careful reader will notice that conditions P of de nition 	 are not simply a reformulation
of conditions P of de nition 	 This is because according to de nition 	  M   where
M is a nonstubborn term is covered by the nontrivial cover fN   jM

 

Q
 
 

Ng where
Q is some Iterm but the conditions of de nition 	 only involve reductions to Iterms However
due to condition P and the fact that a nontrivial cover is determined by the Iterms in it the
two de nitions are indeed equivalent
If   M       P
h 
i
where M is a stubborn term and   N    P
h 
i
where N
is any term then   MN    P
h 
i
by Pa Furthermore MN is also stubborn since it is a
simple term and since it can only reduce to an Iterm if M itself reduces to a an Iterm Thus
if   M       P
h 
i
where M is a stubborn term and   N    P
h 
i
where N is
any term then   MN    P
h 
i
where MN is a stubborn term We can show in a similar
fashion that Pb implies that if   M  X   P
hX 
i
where M is a stubborn term then
 M  
X   P
h	X 
i
 where M is a stubborn term for any   T 
Properties PP are listed below
Denition   Properties P and P are de ned as follows
Pa If  x  M    P
h 
i
 then    x M      P
h 
i

Pb If  X   M    P
h 
i
 then    XM  X   P
hX  
i

Pa If   N    P
h 
i
and  M 
Nx   P
h 
i
 then    x MN    P
h 
i

Pb If   T and  M 
X  
X P
h	X 
i
 then    XM  
X  P
h	X 
i

Again a careful reader will notice that conditions P of de nition 	 are not simply a
reformulation of conditions P of de nition 	 However because of P and the fact that a
nontrivial cover is determined by the Iterms in it the two sets of conditions are equivalent
We now show that the conditions of de nition 	 and the conditions of de nition 	 hold
Lemma  	 Denition 
 denes a cover algebra and the site hLT

P  Covi is scenic and
well behaved

Proof  The veri cation is straightforward As an illustration let us verify the conditions of
de nition 	 First recall that for the structure LT

 for every valuation   h i such that
 j  there is some % uniquely determined by  such that %  
	 and
LT



 M   % M 
	 
	
where 	 is the substitution de ned by the restriction of   h i to 
	 For any a  A

 if Cov
 
C appA

   x  M      a and C is a nontrivial
cover then c  A

 x  M   
x  a for every c  C
We have appA

   x M      a  %   x M
	a  
	 where 	 is the substi
tution de ned by the restriction of  to  By de nition 		 since C is nontrivial c  C means
that
 x M
	a

 

Q
 
 

c
for some Iterm Q This can only happen if there is a reduction
 x M
	a  

M 
	
ax
 
 

c
However we have M 
	
ax  M 
	
x  a using a suitable renaming of x By the de nition
of LT



 x   M    we have LT



 x   M   
x  a  %  M 
	
x  a  
	 and this
part of the proof is complete
 For any s  T  if Cov
X	s
C tappA

 XM  X s and C is a nontrivial cover
then c  A

 X   M  
X  s for every c  C
We have tappA

   X M  X  s  %   X M
	s 
sX
	 where 	 is the
substitution de ned by the restriction of  to  By de nition 		 since C is nontrivial c  C
means that
 XM
	s

 

Q
 
 

c
for some Iterm Q This can only happen if there is a reduction
 XM
	s  

M 
	
sX 
 
 

c
However we have M 
	
sX   M 
	
X   s and 
sX 
	  
	
X   s using a suitable
renaming of X By the de nition of LT



 X   M   we have
LT



 X   M  
X  s  % M 
	
X   s  
	
X  s
and the proof is complete
Thus the site hLT

P  Covi is scenic and wellbehaved Consequently we can apply theorem
	 and get a general new theorem for proving properties of terms of the system  


 In fact
for the structure LT

 for a property P satisfying conditions P	P by P	 and P every
variable x is stubborn Thus for every context  we can apply lemma 	 to the sheaf valuation
  h i such that X  hX i and X  P
X
for every type variable and to the valuation
  h i such that x  x for every variable x since by lemma 	 r

 contains every
stubborn term for every x    Consequently we have the following new theorem

Theorem  
 If P is a family of   terms satisfying conditions P P then P
h 
i
 
h 
i
for every type  in other words every term satises the unary predicate dened by P
Proof  By lemma 	 the site hLT

P  Covi is scenic and wellbehaved By the discussion
just before stating theorem 	 for every context  if we consider the sheaf valuation   h i
such that X  hX i and X  P
X
for every type variable and the valuation   h i such
that x  x for every variable x we have x  r

 for every x    Thus we can apply
lemma 	 to any judgement  M   and to  and  just de ned and we have
LT



 M    r


However in the present case LT



  M      M   Thus   M    r

 and since
r

  P
h 
i
 we have  M    P
h 
i
 as claimed
As a corollary we can prove strong normalization and conuence We prove strong normaliza
tion below For simplicity of notation instead of using judgements  M   we will use the terms
M  Since we are concerned with reduction properties this is not harmful at all
Theorem   The reduction relation
 
 

of the system  


is strongly normalizing
Proof  Let P be the family de ned such that P

 SN

is the set of strongly normalizing terms
of type  By theorem 	 we just have to check that P satis es conditions P	P First we
make the following observation that will simplify the proof Since there is only a  nite number of
redexes in any term for any term M  the reduction tree

for M is  nitely branching Thus if M is
any strongly normalizing term abbreviated as SN term from now on every path in its reduction
tree is  nite and since this tree is  nite branching by K#onigs lemma this reduction tree is  nite
Thus for any SN term M  the depth

of its reduction tree is a natural number and we will denote
it as dM We now check the conditions P	P P	 and P are obvious
Pa Since M  SN

and N  SN

 dM and dN are  nite We prove by induction on
dM  dN that MN is SN We consider all possible ways that MN  

P  Since M is simple
MN itself is not a redex and so P  M

N

where either N  N

and M  

M

 or M  M

and N  

N


If M

is simple or M

 M  dM

  dN

  dM  dN and by the induction hypothesis
P  M

N

is SN Otherwise M

  x M

 N

 N  by assumption  x M

N is SN and so
P is SN Thus P  M

N

is SN in all cases and MN is SN
Pb Since M  SN
X 
 dM is  nite We prove by induction on dM that M is SN We
consider all possible ways that M  

P  Since M is simple M itself is not a redex and so
P  M

 where M  

M


If M

is simple dM

  dM and by the induction hypothesis P  M

 is SN Otherwise
M

  XM

 by assumption  XM

 is SN and so P is SN Thus P  M

 is SN in all cases
and M is SN
P These cases are all similar and hold because a reduction cannot apply at the outermost
level

the tree of reduction sequences from M

the length of a longest path in the tree counting the number of edges

Pa Any reduction from  x  M must be of the form  x  M

 

 x  M

where
M

 

M

 We use a simple induction on dM
Pb Similar to Pa
Pa Since N  SN

and M 
Nx  SN

 the term M itself is SN Thus dM and dN are
 nite We prove by induction on dM  dN that  x  MN is SN We consider all possible
ways that  x MN  

P  Either P   x M

N where M  

M

 or P   x MN

where N  

N

 or P  M 
Nx In the  rst two cases dM

  dN  dM  dN
dM  dN

  dM  dN and by the induction hypothesis P is SN In the third case by
assumption M 
Nx is SN But then P is SN in all cases and so  x MN is SN
Pb This case is quite similar to Pa Since M 
X   SN
	X 
 the term M itself is
SN Thus dM is  nite We prove by induction on dM that  XM is SN We consider all
possible ways that  XM  

P  Either P   XM

 where M  

M

 or P  M 
X 
In the  rst case dM

  dM and by the induction hypothesis P is SN In the second case by
assumption M 
X  is SN But then P is SN in all cases and so  XM is SN
Conuence can be shown exactly as in Gallier 

 Conclusion and Suggestions for Further Research
A semantic notion of realizability using the notion of a cover algebra was de ned and investigated
For this we introduced a new class of semantic structures equipped with preorders called pre
applicative structures In this framework we proved a general realizability theorem Applying
this theorem to the special cases of the term model for the simplytyped  calculus and for the
secondorder  calculus we obtained some general theorems for proving properties of typed  terms
including a new theorem for proving properties of terms in  


theorem 	 As corollaries
we obtain alternate proofs of strong normalization and conuence
This approach clari es the reducibility method by showing that the closure conditions on can
didates of reducibility can be viewed as sheaf conditions Indeed cover conditions provide a clear
axiomatization of the conditions needed for the proof of the realizability theorem Our approach
yields a clearer separation of the semantic versus the syntactic ingredients of the proof For ex
ample the fact that the sheaf property is an invariant with respect to the notion of realizability
is a semantic property which has little to do with  terms In fact this uses only part of the
preapplicative structure app tapp 

 
 
 inl inr On the other hand at some point it
is necessary to interpret  terms in order to show what amounts to the soundness of our realiz
ability interpretation and it is in this part that substitution and reduction properties of  terms
play a role In traditional presentations of proofs using reducibility the underlying preapplicative
structure of the term model is only implicit and it is harder to see that substitutions are really
valuations It is also practically impossible to see that cover conditions are present It should also
be noted that our preapplicative structures are models of the reduction relation and not of the
convertibility relation This seems inevitable since we are interested in proving properties of the
reduction relation but this seems to have been missed until now We also managed to formulate
conditions on the property P to be proved independently of the conditions on the candidates
	
Strong normalization and conuence happen to satisfy these conditions but more progress in this
direction would be interesting
Extending the results of this paper to preapplicative 
structures and to typed  calculi with
like reductions should pose no problems for the types    and 
 
 However in view of results
of Dougherty 
 there may be some di!culties in dealing with the sum type since conuence fails
with the traditional orientation of like rules
As we mentioned in the introduction Hyland and Ong 
		 show how strong normalization
proofs can be obtained from the construction of a modi ed realizability topos Very roughly
they show how a suitable quotient of the strongly normalizing untyped terms can be made into a
categorical modi ed realizability interpretation of system F There is no doubt that Hyland and
Ongs approach and our approach are somewhat related but the technical details are very dierent
and we are unable to make a precise comparison at this point Clearly further work is needed to
clarify the connection between Hyland and Ongs approach and ours
We have checked that in all proofs of reducibility that we are aware of except for a recent paper
by McAllester Ku&can and Otth 
	 and a recent paper by Michel Parigot 
	 the conditions on
sets of realizers are sheaf conditions

One simply needs to change slightly the de nition of Cov
However the preapplicative structures de ned in this paper are not always general enough to carry
out these proofs for example in the case of untyped  terms and typing systems with intersection
types McAllester Ku&can and Otth 
	 prove various strong normalization results using another
variation of the reducibility method and we need to understand how this method relates to the
method presented in this paper It seems that their approach consists in modifying the de nition
of reducibility itself However only strong normalization is considered and it seems that they
squeezed some of the conditions from one place to another in the proof Their presentation may
be more attractive to the community at large which is not a negligeable point
We believe that nonextentional structures modelling reduction are interesting in their own right
and thus we think that it would be interesting to investigate classes of nonextentional structures
more general than preapplicative structures perhaps using category theory When dependent
types are considered we run into the problem that interpreting types requires interpreting terms
We were able to de ne cover conditions that seem adequate for proving a general realizability
theorem but we ran into problems in de ning the meaning of terms The problem has to do with
typeconversion rules a term no longer has a unique type and we run into a coherence problem
in attempting to de ne the meaning of term by induction on typingderivations Overcoming this
di!culty seems to be the most pressing open problem More generally we believe that there is
a deeper connection between realizability semantics and other kinds of semantics and that the
notion of a cover algebra plays a signi cant role in that connection We believe that understanding
this connection would be worthwhile Another challenging question is to  gure out whether it is
possible to adapt the framework of this paper to deal with other calculi for example the pure
 calculus or calculi for various systems of linear logic
Acknowledgment  I wish to express my gratitude to Jim Lipton since I would not have been
able to write this paper without his inspiring suggestions and incisive questions I also would like
to thank Philippe de Groote Andre Scedrov Scott Weinstein and two anonymous referees for
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We need to examine more closely these approaches to determine whether they 	t into our framework

  Appendix Extensional and  PreApplicative Structures
We begin with extensional preapplicative structures for  

 First we de ne isotonicity Given
a monotonic function f W

  W
 
 where W

and W
 
are preorders we say that f is isotone i
fw

  fw
 
 implies that w

 w
 
 for all w

 w
 
 W


Denition   A preapplicative 
structure A is extensional i fun " and hcinl cinri are
isotone and the following conditions hold
	 ranfun  domabst
 ran"  domh i
 ranhcinl

 cinr

i  dom
   abst

 abst


When A is an applicative 
structure conditions 	 hold and the functions fun " and
hcinl cinri are injective we say that we have an extensional applicative 
 structure
When A is an extensional preapplicative 
structure in view of condition 	 abstfunf
is de ned for any f  A

 Observe that by condition 	 of de nition 	 we have funf 
funabstfunf and since fun is isotone this implies that
	 abstfunf 
 f  for all f  A


Similarly we can prove that
 h

a 
 
ai 
 a for all a  A

 and
 
abstcinlh abstcinrh 
 h for all h  A


We will call the above inequalities the  like rules 
In many cases a preapplicative 
structure that satis es the like rules is not extensional
This motivates the next de nition
Denition   A preapplicative 
structure A is a 
 structure if the following conditions hold
	 ranfun  domabst and abstfunf 
 f  for all f  A


 ran"  domh i and h

a 
 
ai 
 a for all a  A

 and
 ranhcinl

 cinr

i  dom
   abst

 abst

 and

abstcinlh abstcinrh 
 h for all h  A


When A is an applicative 
structure and in conditions 	 
 is replaced by  we say that
we have an applicative 
 structure
From the remark before de nition 	 an extensional preapplicative 
structure is a 

structure When A is an applicative 
structure conditions 	 of de nition 	 amount
to
	 abst

 fun

 id
 h i

"

 id and

 
   abst

 abst

  hcinl

 cinr

i  id
This implies that fun " and hcinl cinri are injective Thus an applicative 
structure
is extensional In this case together with conditions 	 of de nition 	 in the case of an
applicative 
structure we have domabst  funA

 fun is a bijection between A

and a
subset of 
A

	 A

 with inverse abst " is a bijection between A

and a subset of A

 A

with inverse h i and hcinl

 cinr

i is a bijection between A

and a subset of

A

	 A

  
A

	 A

 with inverse 
   abst

 abst


Extensional preapplicative structures and 
structures for  

are de ned just as in
de nition 		 and de nition 	 and the same remarks apply However these remarks only
apply for types dierent from 
We now de ne extensional preapplicative structures for  



Denition   A preapplicative 
structure A is extensional i fun and tfun are isotone and
the following conditions hold
	 ranfun  domabst
 rantfun  domtabst
When A is an applicative 
structure conditions 	 hold and the functions fun and tfun
are injective we say that we have an extensional applicative 
 structure
When A is an extensional preapplicative 
structure in view of condition 	 abstfunf
is de ned for any f  A
st
 Observe that by condition 	 of de nition 	 we have funf 
funabstfunf and since fun is isotone this implies that
	 abstfunf 
 f  for all f  A
st

Similarly we can prove that
 tabsttfunf 
 f  for all f  A


We will call the above inequalities the  like rules 
In many cases a preapplicative 
structure that satis es the like rules is not extensional
This motivates the next de nition
Denition   A preapplicative 
structure A is a 
 structure if the following conditions hold
	 ranfun  domabst and abstfunf 
 f  for all f  A
st

 rantfun  domtabst and tabsttfunf 
 f  for all f  A


When A is an applicative 
structure and in conditions 	 
 is replaced by  we say that
we have an applicative 
 structure
The term model can easily be made into a preapplicative 
structure by adapting de nition
	 From the remark before de nition 	 an extensional preapplicative 
structure is a 

structure When A is an applicative 
structure conditions 	 of de nition 	 amount
to

	 abst
st
 fun
st
 id
 tabst

 tfun

 id
This implies that fun and tfun are injective Thus an applicative 
structure is extensional
In this case together with conditions 	 of de nition 	 in the case of an applicative 

structure we have domabst  funA
st
 fun is a bijection between A
st
and a subset of

A
s
	 A
t
 with inverse abst domtabst  tfunA

 and tfun is a bijection between A

and a subset of
Q

A
s

sT
with inverse tabst
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